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Chapter 263, Acts of 1927.

An Act further extending the Term of Service of the Special
Commission on the Necessaries of Life and vesting it with

Certain Powers in the Event of a Fuel Emergenct.

Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat
its purpose, therefore, it is hereby declared to be an emergency law,
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. The term of service of the special commission on
the necessaries of life, appointed under chapter three hundred and
twenty-five of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-one, as
extended to May first, nineteen hundred and twenty-three by sec-
tion one of chapter three hundred and forty-three of the acts of
nineteen hundred and twenty-two, to May first, nineteen hundred
and twenty-four by section one of chapter three hundred and twenty
of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-three, to May first, nine-
teen hundred and twenty-five by section one of chapter three hun-
dred and twenty of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-four,
and to May first, nineteen hundred and twenty-seven by section
one of chapter two hundred and seventy-three of the acts of nine-
teen hundred and twenty-five, is hereby further extended to May
first, nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, and during the term hereby
extended the commission shall have all the powers and duties granted
and imposed by sections two to four, inclusive, of said chapter three
hundred and twenty-five, as amended by section one of chapter
ninety-nine of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-four. Dur-
ing said extended term the chairman of said commission shall have
authority to act for the commission when the commission is not in
session, and the compensation of its chairman shall continue to be
as provided in section one of said chapter three hundred and twenty-
five.

Section 2. The unexpended balances of any appropriations here-
tofore made for the use of the commission are hereby made avail-
able for the purposes of the commission during the current fiscal
year and the commission, from such balances and from such addi-
tional appropriations not exceeding eleven thousand dollars as may

C&e CommoniucaltJ) of Massachusetts;

AUTHORIZATION.
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be made by the general court, may expend such sums as shall be
approved by the governor and council. The commission shall report
annually to the general court not later than the second Wednesday of
January.

Section 3. Whenever the governor shall determine that a fuel
emergency exists, he may, with the approval of the council, by a
writing signed by him, designate the aforesaid special commission
to act as an emergency fuel administrator, which shall have with
respect to fuel all the powers and authority granted by the Com-
monwealth Defence Act of nineteen hundred and seventeen, being
chapter three hundred and forty-two of the General Acts of nine-
teen hundred and seventeen, to persons designated or appointed by
the governor under section twelve of said chapter three hundred
and forty-two; and he may revoke such written authority at any
time. The provisions of said chapter three hundred and forty-two
are hereby made operative until May first, nineteen hundred and
twenty-nine to such extent as the provisions of this act may require.

Section 4. This act shall take effect May first, nineteen hundred
and twenty-seven. [Approved April 18, 1927.



Under the provisions of chapter 263, General Acts of 1927,
the term of service of the Special Commission on the Neces-
saries of Life was extended from May 1, 1927, to May 1, 1929.
The members of the Commission Hon. Charles H. Adams
of Melrose, chairman, William A. Kneeland, Esquire, of
Winchester, and Mrs. Susan W. FitzGerald of Boston are
appointed by the Governor, the last two commissioners serv-
ing without compensation.

This Commission is directed to study and investigate the
circumstances affecting the charges made for commodities in
common use, rentals of property used for dwelling purposes,
and prices of gasoline and other petroleum products. It is
required to investigate all complaints made to it and may
publish findings. In a fuel emergency it is empowered to
act, under the direction of the Governor and Council, as
Emergency Fuel Administrator. In other words, the Com-
mission is a fact-finding and advisory agency for the public
in regard to the necessaries of life; in addition, it acts as a
“clearing house” for all sorts of complaints in regard to
troubles between buyers and sellers that are made to it daily
from the public. This administrative function is undoubt-
edly one of the principal reasons for the continuance of the
Commission since its creation by the General Court in 1919
on a special message of Governor Coolidge.

The Commission possesses power to give hearings, to issue
summons for the attendance of witnesses and the production
of books and other records, and to administer oaths. It is.

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION
ON THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE.

CHAPTER I. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES.

Introductory.
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however, rarely necessary to invoke these broad powers to
obtain information on account of the co-operation and volun-
tary assistance received from the trade. Enforcement of its
suggestions and findings rest upon its exercise of moral suasion
and the force of public opinion brought about by the pub-
lishing of reports and findings. These measures have usually
brought prompt and effective results, improving the rela-
tions between landlords and tenants and dealers and con-
sumers, as well as checking objectionable practices of the
small unscrupulous element found in every line of business.

During 1928 the Commission received some five thousand
complaints or requests for information from all parts of the
State, many of which required special investigation and sev-
eral conferences. Its procedure is entirely informal, and an
honest effort is made to straighten out in a fair and friendly
way all troubles brought to its attention. Last year, in addi-
tion to the regular activities, it made special and compre-
hensive studies of the cost of living in Haverhill, Lowell and
Fitchburg, at the request of the local Chambers of Com-
merce. Copies of these reports are available at the office of
the Commission. It also made a special study and report of
the promotion and financing of apartment house and other
dwelling construction in accordance with an Order of the
House of Representatives; this report is printed as Legis-
lative Document No. 200. While most of the requests for
advice and assistance have been from consumers and ten-
ants, last year the Commission received a large number of
calls from dealers and trade organizations for statistical data,
for help in price discrimination, and aid against unfair com-
petitive methods. Apparently, mass distribution is creating
serious problems for many small dealers, who naturally look
to the government for help when they do not, or think they
do not, receive fair treatment. This economic development
of business is of growing importance to the public.

From the viewpoint of government administration, the
Commission is a unique experiment in dealing, by informed
public opinion, with constantly changing economic conditions
that affect prices. This theory of government attention to
the relations between dealers and consumers is recognized
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in the special message of Governor Coolidge upon which the
Commission was created, which stated in part as follows:

Owing to war conditions prices of the necessaries of life are very
considerably increased. In some cases prices have receded since
the signing of the armistice; in others they appear to have increased.
The ordinary consumer is interested and affected by retail prices.
Except as these prices reflect prices at wholesale, he is uninterested
in wholesale prices. While there is very little constitutional author-
ity for the fixing of prices by law, it is of the utmost consequence
that the public know that charges are reasonable. All kinds of wages
have been increased, and these, of course, are reflected in the in-
creased cost of materials. The public know this and expect to pay
these necessary increases. They ought to be informed as to whether
prices in general are fair and reasonable. If they are, are will-
ing to pay them; if they are not, a public recognition of that condi-
tion will tend to adjust prices to a reasonable basis. There is con-
stitutional authority for investigating and reporting on this most
important condition. Government fails as an administrator of jus-
tice if it permits to go unchallenged an exorbitant charge upon the
public.

The Cost of Living Commission, headed by Hon. Robert E.
Luce, which made a comprehensive study and investigation
in 1910, recognized the importance of supplying accurate and
unbiased information to the public. Its recommendation
(pages 435 to 438) stated in part:

It has of late come to be understood as never before that a state
of mind may be of great importance to health. This is just as true
of a community as of an individual. Great injury may come to the
body politic, to its commerce and its industry, through inflamed
passions, through fear or suspicion or worriment. Knowledge is the
remedy. At present the public forms its opinions without adequate
information. Upon baseless charges it will too often pillory without
a hearing captains of commerce who are in reality innocent of wrong-
doing, but who are the victims of economic forces beyond their con-
trol. Profits cannot compensate them for the loss of the respect and
good will of the communities which they have in reality tried to
serve. Sometimes they lost profits and respect together. They may
be tempted by a sense of injustice to commit the offences of which
they have already been found guilty at the bar of public opinion, feel-
ing that they have nothing more to lose, and may as well reap the
obnoxious profit, if they are to be punished in any event.
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Such a situation does nobody good, and everybody harm. Its
evils are rampant. They have arrayed the whole body of consumers
against those who should be their friends and fellow workers for the
common welfare. Whether or not the men who to-day dominate
and direct much the greater part of the industries of this country
have been guilty of wrongdoing, whether or not the few are oppress-
ing the many, robbing them, as the customary phrase is, nothing
is to be accomplished by loud speech and vain words. Something
definite, direct and sure must be done before the community will
be content. The community has the right to be informed. It was
in recognition of such a right that this very commission was estab-
lished. It is meet and proper, in our belief, that still further oppor-
tunity for information shall be at continuous command.

This Commission has consistently followed the policy that
education is more effective than legislation to deal with price
controversies between buyer and seller; the recommendations
of the Commission have been mainly for temporary laws to
meet temporary conditions or to perfect existing laws. While
it is interested primarily in prices charged consumers who, in
the final analysis, pay all expenses and profits, it appreciates
that a well-informed and unhampered business can best serve
the public. In individual disputes, by interposing itself be-
tween consumers and dealers the Commission is usually in-
strumental in bringing about amicable adjustments.

The various duties of the Commission are performed by a
small permanent staff, which can be enlarged temporarily
when an emergency arises. Particular care is exercised to
avoid duplication of work performed by other governmental
agencies. The cost of the Commission is approximately
$20,000 annually. Appendix IV of this report contains a
financial statement of appropriations received and expendi-
tures made for the last fiscal year. It will be noted, from the
unexpended balances turned back to the treasury, that the
Commission has always co-operated. in spirit and practice
with the policy of economy and efficiency in the spending of
public moneys.

At this time the Commission desires to especially recognize
the inestimable aid rendered by newspapers, which widely
published its reports. Without this voluntary service of the
press, whatever benefit the Commission has been to the pub-
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lie would have been greatly circumscribed. Instead of en-
countering a spirit of suspicion and hostility on the part
of business interests, which was evident in the early days of
its existence, the Commission now receives with few excep-
tions a frank and helpful response from the trade. And it
wishes to express grateful appreciation for the co-operation
extended by the various Federal, State and municipal officials,
and the assistance received from many dealers, organizations
and individuals during the past year.

A brief summary of some of its activities during 1928 is
herewith set forth:

Coal.
No interference with shipments of coals to Massachusetts

occurred during 1928, the bituminous coal strike in mid-
western States during the spring and summer months having
no effect upon eastern markets. However, for the informa-
tion of our dealers and consumers the Commission continued
to compile and issue current coal statistics and special re-
ports from time to time in regard to our fuel situation. The
figures of coal receipts collected by the Commission from
original sources are necessary to complete the picture of local
conditions, the Federal Bureau publishing national figures and
only incomplete information in regard to this section of the
country.

These reports were furnished our dealers and widely quoted
in the newspapers, trade publications and government reports.
In this connection the following extract of letter dated June 6,
1928, received from F. G. Tryon, head, Statistics Section,
Bureau of Mines, Washington, may be of interest:

This letter offers an occasion to express our deep appreciation of
your courtesy, and our feeling that the records you maintain are of
great value both to the producers and consumers of coal.

About two hundred special reports concerning fuel have
been made upon request to representatives of our railroads,
wholesale and retail dealers, large consumers, Chambers of
Commerce and other organizations. The necessity for and
value of possessing adequate knowledge of our fuel problem
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in advance of an emergency have been demonstrated several
times in recent years, the Commission having been appointed
by the Governor to act as Emergency Fuel Administrator in
three of these disturbances.

In the “Fuel and Light” section of this report, the Com-
mission briefly discusses our fuel situation, and includes in
Appendix 11, Tables 1 to 12, a statistical summary regarding
coal receipts to January 1, 1929. And copies of two of the
special reports concerning the fuel situation of Massachusetts
issued in 1928 are included in Appendix 111, pages 120 and
131.

During 1927 the Commission received about five hundred
individual complaints from householders and dealers in regard
to fuel; in 1928 comparatively few fuel complaints were
received. This marked improvement of trade relations with
the public was undoubtedly due to the growth of competing
domestic fuels, the better grade of coal shipped to Massa-
chusetts, and the changed attitude of the dealers. Many
dealers, on their own initiative, promptly attended to indi-
vidual complaints, advised consumers of the best selection
of fuels and methods of firing to get the most satisfactory
results, in some cases cleaning the heating apparatus, and
otherwise helped householders cut down the cost of heating.
The Commission believes the fuel dealers are to be commended
for this service, which is doing much to revive mutual under-
standing and respect between the trade and householders,
which was so severely strained in recent years.

Shelter.
As pointed out in its previous report, the crest of the hous-

ing shortage is evidently over in Massachusetts. During 1928
the housing situation continued to improve from the stand-
point of the tenant, but rents, on the whole, did not mate-
rially decline. This changing condition was reflected in the
number and type of appeals made to the Commission, approx-
imately three thousand complaints and requests for informa-
tion being made by both landlords and tenants. With but
few exceptions these housing troubles were settled to the
satisfaction of all concerned, following investigation, private
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conference and suggestion by the Commission. Five years
ago over half of the complaints were caused by the demand
for higher rents, while for the past few years lack of heat,
disagreements over notices to vacate, and other troubles be-
tween landlords and tenants represented the great bulk of
cases. Indirectly, through local representatives in Boston,
Worcester, Cambridge and Brookline, about five thousand
additional housing cases were handled. Extracts from reports
of rent and housing activities in Boston and Brookline are
quoted herewith:

Extract of Letter from T. F. Sullivan, Chairman, Boston
Rent and Housing Committee, January 2, 1929.

I submit in some detail a statement of the disposition of the
requests made to this Committee for aid in difficulties between the
landlords and tenants. The Committee was organized on March
26, 1920, and from that time to and including December 31, 1928,
there have been 73,600 cases, and from January 1, 1928, to and
including December 31, 1928, there have been 4,703 cases disposed
of as follows:

Year 1928.
Rent increases found to be unreasonable and adjusted ... 93
Complaints heard; agreement with parties to adjust .... 75
Disposed of by tenants ......... 60
Found proposed rent not to be unreasonable ..... 43
Extension obtained on vacate notices . . . . . .427
Extension impossible to obtain on vacate notices .... 52
Vacate notices found to be illegal

....... 172
Vacate notices cancelled ......... 178
Court notices withdrawn......... 70
Complaints considered and held at request of tenants .... 8
Court action brought prior to receipt of complaint

....
53

Referred to other city departments for specific aid . . . .714
Complaint of lack of heat, chapter 339, Acts of 1927 .... 728
Miscellaneous; chapter 339, Acts of 1927

......
496

Information given to landlords and tenants as to rights . . . 1,534

Total 4,703

Extract from Report of Tenement House Inspector, John A.
Minahan, Brookline, December 31, 1928.

Seventy complaints were received by this department during the
year for insufficient heat and hot water. A number of these com-
plaints were received from the Division of the Necessaries of Life
at the State House, with which this department co-operates, not only
in this matter but a great many other matters pertaining to housing
conditions.
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On inspection I found that most of these complaints were justifiable.
A great many landlords have the mistaken idea that the law sets

a date when they shall start the fires in the fall and when they shall
let them out in the spring, regardless of what the temperature might
be, and I have no doubt that many of the unscrupulous landlords,
were it not for chapter 186, section 14, of the General Laws, would
many times leave their tenants without the proper heat.

Complaints received during the year required many inspections
both night and day before satisfactory results were obtained. In
one apartment house that was heated by a hot-air furnace, which
was in such a defective condition that the building could not be
heated, the owner, after being notified what the conditions were,
agreed to remove the hot-air furnace and install a hot-water heating
system, which he has done.

I have found many times the cause of insufficient heat has not
been directly the fault of the landlord but the fault of the janitor,
who, in many instances, had more buildings to care for than he
could properly do. In such cases the owners were notified of condi-
tions and either raised the salary so that the janitor would take
care of fewer buildings, or else made a change of janitors.

While the amount of money involved in each case may be
comparatively small, it is frequently the cause of much per-
sonal bitterness and hardship to the family. By promptly
straightening out the disputes in a fair and practical way a
better understanding on the part of both landlords and ten-
ants of their rights and duties is promoted. Whenever sub-
tantial sums or complicated questions of law are involved

the Commission suggests that competent legal advice be
obtained

A few typical cases taken from the records of 1928 are out'
lined below;

Complaints received by Commission in February from tenants of
six-family house of lack of heat, despite pleas to janitor. Tenants
did not know owner’s address. Upon investigation no coal found in
cellar, and janitor advised he did not know when it would be sup-
plied, as owner had promised ten days previously to order coal.
Owner stated he forgot to order coal, but would attend to it imme-
diately. The Commission was able to get the coal dealer to make
prompt delivery and heat was furnished at 6. p.m. Saturdayafternoon.

Case brought to the attention of the Commission by Board of
Health of Pittsfield, where landlord had removed windows from
property occupied by man, wife and six children in severe winter
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weather in attempt to force family out. Tenant in poor and needy
circumstances, but only a small amount of rent was unpaid, and
the actual sufferers were the children. Landlord refused to co-
operate with local authorities by replacing windows. Commission
sent telegram requesting windows be put back, as it appeared proper
legal steps had not been taken to recover possession of property.
Landlord immediately complied with this request, and children,
who had contracted colds, were attended by city physician. Health
authorities prosecuted landlord in court, which imposed fine.

Tenant given vacate notice in May, as other tenants in building
had complained about children; landlord refused to grant exten-
sion of one month to permit children to complete school year, as
tenant could not find another dwelling within his means in that
section. It appeared that vacate notice was improper, but tenant
was willing to waive rights under notice if month’s extension was
granted. Landlord, however, insisted upon taking court action, and
the Commission aided the tenant to explain the circumstances to
the court, which found original notice improper. Tenant moved
to another city the following month.

In December, 1927, the Commission issued a pamphlet pre-
pared under the direction of Commissioner William A. Knee-
land in regard to “The Relations of Landlord and Tenant.”
This booklet briefly explains the rights and duties of each

•logy and the citation of legal
nission received over a thou-

without the use of legal ten
authority. Last year the C
sand requests for copies of the pamphlet from all parts of
the State, and the Boston Rent and Housing Committee has
had another thousand copies reprinted at its expense for use
in Boston.

Cost of Living Ind
This Commission is frequently referred to as the “Cost of

Living Commission” because it is primarily interested in the
circumstances affecting the cost of living to the people. It
regards prices largely from the viewpoint of “the customer
in front of the counter.”

For the purpose of recording the trend of prices of the nec-
essaries of life, the Commission has continued to collect, com-
pile and publish its monthly reports of changes in retail
prices of staple commodities. This is called a “cost of living
index.” In the following section of the report the Commission
presents in detail the changes that have taken place in the
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major elements that is, food, clothing, fuel and light, shelter
and sundries entering into the cost of living, and discusses
various factors affecting prices.

This cost of living information is widely sought after by
industrial organizations, labor bureaus, welfare societies,
financial interests, schools and colleges. For example, a few
comments received by the Commission in regard to the
monthly “cost of living” report are quoted: Chamber of
Commerce: “We consider your memorandum relative to the
cost of living in Massachusetts so valuable that we would
appreciate receiving about twenty copies of each issue of this
report in the future, so that we can mail them to our stores.”
Railroad officials: “We find the information very helpful,
especially in wage conferences with our employees.” Large
chain store: “We find this information very valuable in mak-
ing comparisons of our labor costs with the cost of living in
our State.” Shoe manufacturer: “Your cost of living reports
are charted for our board of directors monthly. They con-
sider this report a valuable one.” Director of University
Library; “As this publication contains material of interest to
our department of instruction we are very desirous of having
a complete file.” It is also used by the Federal Reserve Bank
in its Monthly Bulletin which gives cost of living indices for
various countries. Herewith are a few of the 200 names on
the mailing list, which have requested that these figures be
supplied monthly as issued:

Association for the Promotion and Protection of Savings, Inc., Boston
American Federation of Labor, Washington, D. C.
Brotherhood Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, Worcester.
Community Health Association, Boston.
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and New York.
Harvard Economic Service, Harvard University, Cambridge.
Jewish Welfare Center, Boston.
NationalAssociation of Cotton Manufacturers, Boston.
Russell Sage Foundation, New York.
Stanford University, California.
Young Women’s Christian Association, Brockton

During 1928 the Commission received about one hundred
requests for additional information in regard to various com-
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modities and services, and on the request of the directors of
the Chambers of Commerce of Haverhill, Lowell and Fitch-
burg special surveys were made of comparative living costs
in these cities. We are informed that these reports, present-
ing an unbiased picture of the local price situation, have
tended to allay suspicion and distrust between workers and
dealers, as well as having aided in the efforts being made to
attract new industries. The reports were not only carried in
full in the local papers, but copies have been furnished on
request to Boston and New York groups interested in the
development of industrial enterprises. It is evident that des-
pite the readjustment taking place in certain cities, the great
mass of workers are nonmigratory, apparently finding Massa-
chusetts a good place in which to live. The conclusions of
these surveys are included in Appendix HI, pages 125, 127
and 132.

In connection with the propaganda that living costs are
much higher in Massachusetts than in any other section, the
Commission could find but little authentic data on this sub-
ject, except the recent study of the National Industrial Con-
ference Board of the cost of living in typical cities in the in-
dustrial States of New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts
and Ohio. The Commission prepared and published in July
a report of interstate cost of living figures, which indicated
that living costs in Massachusetts of the cities studied were
below New York and Pennsylvania. It gives the compara-
tive summary and figures in the next section of this report.

Miscellaneous Complaint

Under this heading may be listed a great variety of cases,
some applying to necessaries and others to what may possibly
be classified as semi-luxuries or luxuries. In the spring of
1928 a request was received from a member of the House of
Representatives that the Commission investigate and report
upon the recent rise in the price of ice in Worcester. An
investigation was made and report published on June 5, copy
of which is included in Appendix 111, pages 121 to 124.
Other ice complaints, mainly in regard to trouble between
drivers and consumers in the delivery of ice, were received
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and quickly straightened out by the dealers when taken up
by the Commission.

In regard to gasoline the Commission had but few com-
plaints, mostly of a minor nature, during 1928, competition
being keen and prices varying from 3to 4 cents a gallon. It
had samples of gasoline analyzed by State chemists to de-
termine the quality, which was found to be generally good.

Prices charged for articles sold at the baseball parks were
reported upon at the request of a member of the House of
Representatives; fish prices and practices taken up in the
early summer; and individual complaints in regard to cloth-
ing articles, fur coats, blankets and bedspreads, jewelry, auto-
mobiles, radio sets, sewing machines and furniture were
investigated, and, with few exceptions, satisfactorily adjusted.
At the present time the Commission is investigating a lengthy
report submitted to it by the Boston Better Business Bureau
concerning the activities of certain partial payment furniture
stores, including various specific cases.

The Commission has broadly interpreted that part of the
law under which it operates, stating: “the commission shall
investigate all complaints made to it.” However, it carefully
considers the classification of a commodity and exhausts every
effort to obtain information voluntarily before invoking its
power of summons. This power, without which it would
be powerless, is rarely used, as the trade generally furnish
it with the information sought, and readily co-operate with
its purpose to promote friendly relations between dealers and
consumers, based on a complete understanding of the facts.

Previous Reports.

For reference purposes the Commission herewith lists it
previous reports made at the direction of the Legislature:

Annual Report.

House No. 1500, February, 1920; House No. 1832, December, 1920
House No. 1260, January 15, 1921; House No. 1400, January,
1922; House No. 1250, January, 1923; House No. 1500, Janu-
ary, 1924; House No. 1210, January, 1925; House No. 1250,
January, 1926; House No. 1100, January, 1927; House No.
999, January, 1928.
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Special Reports.
House No. 1989, December, 1919. Relative to the Present Shortage

in Sugar and to the Exportation of Sugar.
House No. 1608, April 11,, 1920. Relative to the Recent Increase

in the Retail Price of Anthracite Coal in this Community.
House No. 1721, May 10, 1920. Whether and to what Extent the

Commonwealth by Legislation can bring about a Reduction in
the Cost of Fuel, Food, Clothing and Other Necessaries of Life,
or can provide a More Adequate Supply thereof.

House No. 278, January, 1921. Report relative to the Coal Situa-
tion in the Commonwealth.

Report of the Investigation
of Gasoline’and Other Refined

House No. 1101, January 10, 1923
into the Distribution and Sale
Petroleum Products.

Report relative to the Retail
Meat Products, the Conditions

House No. 1130, January, 1923.
Marketing and Distribution of
affecting the Prices of such Products, and the Establishment
and Maintenance of Public Slaughterhouses.

House No. 1186, February, 1923. Report transmitting the Names
of Wholesalers who have sold Coal to Retail Dealers at a Price
Greater than $9.50 a ton at the Mine, with the Tonnage so sold
by Each since October 1, Last.

House No. 11,90, April, 1923. Report relative to the Recent Rise
in the Price of Sugar and the By-products of Sugar.

House No. 1736, April SO, 1921,..■ —Report of the Special Commis-
sion on the Necessaries of Life relative to the Recent Rises in
the Price of Gasoline in this Commonwealth.

House No. 1025, January, 1925. ■— Relative to Coal Deposits in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

House No. 1310, April, 1926. Report of the Special Commission
on the Necessaries of Life relative to the Recent Rises in the
Price of Gasoline in this Commonwealth, and the Causes
therefor.

House No. 200, January, 1929. Special Report of the Special Com-
mission on the Necessaries of Life relative to Promoting and
Financing the Construction of Apartment Houses and main-
taining Buildings used for Living Quarters.

These reports include considerable data relative to prices
and circumstances affecting prices of the necessaries of life
from the studies and investigations of the Commission since
its creation, August 1, 1919.
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Trend of Living Costs.
It is changing price levels that cause distress and concern

to those who buy and sell things. This has been recognized
from the earliest times, and many governmental measures to
fix prices have been attempted. And it explains the reason
modern business is so interested in efforts to stabilize prices.

In 1928 retail prices of commodities and services in the
cost of living index compiled monthly by the Commission
fluctuated within the small margin of about three points, the
index at the end of the year being about 60 per cent above
the 1913 base. Comparative monthly figures for the last two
years are listed below:

Cost of Living Index 1913 equals 100.

Month. 1927. 1928.

January 161.2 160.6
February 160.3 158.9
March 159 0 158.0
April 159.2 158.4
May 159.9 159.6
June 159.7 158.7
July 158.6 160.5
Aue ust 158.0 160.3
September 158.2 161.9
°“ tober 158.0 160.5
November 160.3 160.5
December 160.6 160.0

Despite the similarity of the combined index at the end of
1927 and 1928, changes occurred last year within the various
groups of the budget itself; for example, the food index in-
creased from 145 to 148, while the clothing, shelter, fuel and
light and sundries indices all fell off slightly.

CHAPTER 11. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
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The division of the typical budget followed in the prepara-
tion of this index and the index figures for each group for
December, 1927 and 1928, are as follows:

1913 Prices equal 100.
Division of Budget.

1927. 1928.

Food (43.1 per cent) 145.0 147.6
Clothing (13.2 per cent) 172.8 172.8
Shelter (17.7 per cent) 165.0 163.0
Fuel and Light (5.6 per cent)

..... 181.4 179.6
Sundries (20.4 per cent) 170.5 170.0

Combined (100 per cent) 160.5 160.0

It may give a better understanding of the index figures to
transpose them into currency; for example, in December,
1928, it required $l6O to purchase a similar quantity of neces-
saries that cost $lOO in 1913 and $160.50 in December, 1927.

The accompanying chart, Diagram I, shows fluctuations in
prices of the major elements and the combined “cost of liv-
ing” during the past twelve years. From 1913, the base
year, to 1916, comparatively little change occurred in com-
modity prices.

Starting from a common base before the war, prices of the
different elements of the budget advanced in varying de-
grees, until 1920 the two extremes, clothing and shelter, were
separated by 141 points. In the years when large differences
have been recorded in prices of the various sections of the
budget, it will be recalled that cost of living problems were
of acute public interest. During 1928 the average spread
between fuel, the highest group, and food, which has been the
lowest group since 1921, amounted to about 31 points. This
difference is the smallest margin that has been recorded since
1916.
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The question is frequently asked, Has the cost of living
become established on a new price level? The Commission
has made no change in the items included in its typical budget
or the weights assigned to each, because it recognizes that
the principal value of a cost of living index is largely that
of comparison. The Commission has felt that, despite changes
in present-day diets, clothing styles and new-formed habits,
this value of comparison ought to be retained, as it is still
customary to compare prices and conditions with those ex-
isting before the war. However, as the spread between prices
of the different groups of necessaries narrows toward a com-
mon level, it may be desirable to consider the establishment
of a new base for a cost of living curve to recognize changes
in living standards and a new level t>f prices. In general,
prices of manufactured goods are above the average and
staple food commodities below the average level indicated by
the cost of living index. The Commission believes that nat-
ural economic forces will continue to gradually eliminate the
discrepancy between farm and manufactured products.

The present business era differs sharply with previous peri-
ods in that business men generally appear to approve the
payment of wages sufficiently high to permit the great mass
of workers to make desirable improvements in their standards
of living. According to reports of the Department of Labor
and Industries, the average number and yearly earnings of
employees in certain Massachusetts factories from 1913 to
1927, inclusive, were as follows:
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verage Yearly
Earnings.

In Diagram II these figures are transposed into index num-
bers and compared to the cost of living curve. It will be
noted that employment, as indicated by the average number
of employees, has fluctuated about 20 per cent in this period,
while average yearly earnings have steadily increased.

RE!_ATiVE:.!MCREASE IN COST CF UVSN6
AND

WAGES OF WORKERS (BOTH SEXES.) IW
MASSACH USETTS

About one-third of the total number of workers gainfully employed. Source of in-

DIAGRAM II

formation: Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industrief
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The following table shows the comparative earnings and
number of workers in six of the principal industries during
1913 and 1926:

Average Number, Average Yearly
Both Sexes. Earnings.

Industry.
1913. 1926. 1913. 1926.

[ I I
Cotton goods 114,960 91,466 $459 05 5971 57
Boots and shoes 89,538 67,544 615 70 1,175 80
Woolen and worsted goods . . . 49,709 54,638 481 94 1,133 87
Dyeing and finishing textiles . . 11,688 13,772 515 98 1,159 95
Clothing manufacture .... 11,865 12,115 548 45 1,177 37
Bakery products 6,506 8,697 607 51 1,329 02

The difference between the increase in wages and the in-
crease in the cost of essential things represents the actual
advance of purchasing power. In this connection it should
be borne in mind that wages in some industries were abnor-
mally low in 1913, and that wage levels are as varied as com-
modity prices, according to the circumstances affecting the
different industries.

From reports received by the Commission, it appears that
business activity fell off slightly during 1928 compared with
1927. Part-time employment and unemployment were the
source of growing concern in certain industrial cities, affecting
commercial activities as well as individuals. The strike in
New Bedford, which lasted longer than was anticipated, was
the cause of much loss of wages to workers, profits to manu-
facturers, business to local dealers, and otherwise placed
heavy burdens on the community. Part-time employment,
together with unemployment, seems to be a question that
threatens to become more serious during the next few years
while industrial readjustments are taking place; it merits
careful study by public authorities, so that sound and effective
remedial measures may be taken, if necessary, based on an
intelligent and factual foundation.

Speculation in security markets continued during 1928 to
a greater extent than in 1927. Stock prices advanced so
rapidly and so high that in many cases they bear no relation
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to actual earnings. This rapid rise in stock prices was largely
due to public speculation, mergers, both actual and rumored,
and peculiar conditions in the money market. It has un-
doubtedly been a tremendous sustaining factor to business,
stimulating it materially, as money made easily on stock spec-
ulation is usually spent freely. On the other hand, deposits
in savings and co-operative banks in Massachusetts increased
from $2,520,676,264 in 1927 to $2,716,166,350 in 1928.

It is recognized that the maintenance of high wages and
sharing the benefits of increased efficiency in production and
distribution with consumers in the form of lower prices have
been important factors in sustaining the great business activ-
ity of recent years. The cost of living index indicates that
the decline in prices of staple commodities during the last
three years has increased purchasing power nearly 5 per
cent; this reduction has been greater for many commodities
not included in the compilation of the index, especially luxury
and semi-luxury goods. During this period, however, some
families found that their incomes fell off faster than prices,
but there were many families whose incomes remained about
the same, and the lower prices substantially increased their
purchasing power and consumption of goods.

In addition to the cost of commodities, the customary man-
ner of living of the mass of people is a very important factor
in any cost of living study. Of course, only limited and in-
complete data are available concerning living habits, but it
is generally accepted that incomes received by the great bulk
of workers since the pre-war period have increased more than
the advance of pre-war commodity prices. This additional
purchasing power has permitted many families to gratify some
of their natural desires for conveniences and even luxuries,
which their former incomes did not permit them to buy.

To obtain a general picture of the progress made in raising
living standards, the Commission compared the number of
installations of gas, electricity and telephones, and registra-
tions of automobiles. The results clearly indicate the remark-
able change that has taken place in living habits and customs.
Figures for Massachusetts are listed herewith:
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1913. 1922. 1927.

Gas meters 595,979 776,906 869,462

Electric meters 121,567 492,469 795,301
Telephones 199,844 433,915 659,806
Automobile registrations 62,660 378,839 784,448 1

Population: 1915, 3,693,310; 1920,3,852,356; 1925,4,144,205.
1 1928 figure.

It also considered the increase of home ownership, the
demand for choice foods, stylish clothing, luxury furnishings
and furniture, as reported by various merchants. These fac-
tors evidently explain how many families in Massachusetts
have applied part of their incomes, after buying the absolute
necessaries of life, to improve their standards of living.

While reference is frequently made to the American stand-
ard of living as though it were a specified, well-known thing,
as definitely established as a pound weight or a bushel meas-
ure, it is largely a matter of opinion. It seems to be indis-
putable that the average American family is better fed, better
clothed, better housed and enjoys more conveniences and
comforts than the average family in any other country. All
comparisons of money compensation, occupation for occupa-
tion, show that our people generally are able to purchase
more of the necessaries and enjoy more of the conveniences
of life than in any other country. And we undoubtedly live
much more comfortably, completely and healthfully. This
rise in standards of living is one of the outstanding phenomena
of American industrial development, as in the final analysis
profits from production provide most of the new wealth.

Comparative “Cost of Living.

Is the cost of living more or less in Massachusetts than in
other similar industrial centers? This question is frequently
asked by manufacturers outside the State considering the
location of a new plant, as well as by our consumers. Although
the circumstances affecting retail prices in Massachusetts have
been of more direct concern to this Commission than prices
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charged outside the State, it has currently examined and
studied reports of prices in other sections of the country.

There are but meagre definite data available in regard to
interstate living costs. The cost of living indices prepared
and published twice a year by the Federal Department of
Labor indicate increases in prices since 1914, and the report
of the National Industrial Conference Board, “The Cost of
Living in Twelve Industrial Cities,” published in 1928,
compares the actual money cost of a combination of neces-
saries in typical cities of Massachusetts, New York, Penn-
sylvania and Ohio. A brief summary of these surveys, which
must be considered separately, are herewith given;

The Monthly Labor Review of February, 1928, shows the
increase in the cost of living since 1914 in certain cities, as
follows:

Per Cent Increase in “Cost of Living” from December, 1914, to
December, 1927.

New York. Cleveland. Philadelphia. Boston.

57.5 55.1 55.9 54.4
91.4 66.0 77.4 80.2
70.2 66.3 72.1 52.4
96.0 164.2 90.5 96.5
102.9 97.9 87.7 124.4
118.8 115.9 121.2 91.3
79.1 79.0 78.3 69.5

Elements of Budget.

Food
Clothing

Rent .

Fuel and light

House furnishi;

Miscellaneous
All iten

It is not practicable to use these figures to closely compare
the “cost of living” in the different cities with each other, as
base prices (1914) and local conditions probably differed.
However, they may be regarded as a good barometer of price
changes in each city since 1914. From the fact that the
per cent increase has been less in Boston than in New York,
Cleveland and Philadelphia, it is evident that whatever “cost
of living” handicap Boston had in 1914 has materially
diminished.

The report of the National Industrial Conference Board, an
organization of manufacturers, gives the average minimum
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cost of maintaining a fair American standard of living for the

family of an industrial worker, his wife and two children in

twelve industrial cities. Summaries for these cities are quoted
below:

Large Cities.

Elements of Budget. New York. Philadelphia. Boston. Cleveland.

Food $620 88 $5BB 64 $573 04 $570 44

Clothing 208 93 208 05 188 56 195 61

Housing 385 02 360 00 360 00 360 °°

Fuel and light .... 98 17 100 90 111 05 66 25

Sundries
• 346 84 370 76 394 68 359 32 _

Total yearly cost . . . $1,659 84 $1,628 35 $1,627 33 $1,551 62

Except for the cost of fuel and light, there is apparently a

similarity of prices in the four large cities mentioned above.
In Ohio low-cost bituminous coal is commonly used for domes-

tic purposes, which largely explains the low fuel cost of Cleve-
land; the differences in the cost of fuel and light in other
States are chiefly transportation charges.

This report confirms the generally accepted opinion that it

is less expensive to live in a small city than in the larger ones,

but the disparity is not so great as might be expected. Com-
parative total yearly cost figures for the medium size and
small cities are as follows;

Medium-Size Cities.
Reading, Pa S1 ’ 618 29
Syracuse, N. Y. . . I>6ol 1> 601
Springfield, Mass 89
Dayton, Ohio 1> 503 74

Small Cities.
Lockport, N. 566 82
Leominster, Mass 1,458 21

Butler, Pa. ... 1 ’ 449 35
Marion, Ohio 1,441 96

It will be noted in the group of four large cities that Boston
comes third in total yearly cost; in the group of medium-size
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cities Springfield is also third; and in the group of small cities
Leominster is second. Averaging the total yearly cost of all
cities in each State, it shows that the “cost of living” is slightly
less in Massachusetts than the average of the four States.

The Commission believes that the factual foundation estab-
lished by these comparisons of living costs in four large in-
dustrial States should prevent the circulation of exaggerated
and unfounded statements concerning the cost of living in
Massachusetts compared with other similar industrial centers,
and prove of especial interest to manufacturers and the public.

Cost of Living in Certain Foreign Countries.
It is impossible to closely compare living costs in foreign

countries with each other or with this country, due to a differ-
ence in standards of living, diets, money standards and other
factors, but it is possible to show the increase in living costs in
each country in terms of its own currency. Comparative
figures for some of the principal European countries and Can-
ada, as reported by the Federal Reserve Bulletin, are as
follows:

Pre-war Base equals 100.

1927. 1928.

United States (Massachusetts) 161 160

Canada 149 150
Great Britain 166 165
France (Paris) 525 105
Italy (Milan) 548 143
Germany 147 152

The large decreases noted in the 1928 figures for France
and Italy are caused by the change from inflated currencies
to the gold standard.

The distribution of the major items of the family budget
shows in a general way the economic position of the people.
When income is low the percentage spent for food is natur-
ally high and declines as the income increases. It is claimed
by economists that the percentage of the income available for
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sundries indicates the opportunity offered to improve the
standard of living. According to a report of the National In-
dustrial Conference Board, the several classes of expenditures
in different countries are divided in the following approximate
percentages:

Approximate Importance of Each Element in Typical Budget.

Food. Clothing. Housing. Sundries.Country.

17.7 5.6 20.443.1 13.2United States

Canada 22.6 9.1 19.0
16.0 8.0 4.0
12.0 5.0 8.0
6.6 2.9 12.9
6.2 5.0 10.3

35.0 14.3
60.0 12.0Great Britain

France (Paris)

Italy (Milan)

Belgium

60.0 15.0

60.7 16.9

63.9 14.6

1 Similar division of budget adopted for Massachusettsindex.

With 20.4 per cent of the typical budget allowed for sundry
or miscellaneous expenditures, the United States ranks first,
followed closely by Canada, in the percentage of income avail-
able for improving living conditions. In European countries
it will be noted that the cost of food apparently takes about
60 per cent of the income, leaving only a comparatively small
percentage of the budget for miscellaneous expenditures. This
comparison illustrates the great differences which exist in
standards of living in European countries and the United
States.

Gold Stocks.
Any study of the cost of living and prices of commodities

and services must take into consideration money and the
machinery of finance. Generally stated, prices are determined
by the amount of money available and its relation to the
amount of commodities. Of course, the supply of and de-
mand for goods and services, their distribution and other
factors, also affect the money value of things. The financial
operations of government and business make it necessary to
include the metallic and paper currency and the relatively
large item of bank credits, as well as the supply of gold which
is technically the base, under the classification of money.
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At the end of 1928 we had approximately $4,125,000,000 in
gold, which is reported to be about 45 per cent of the world’s
monetary stock. Last year we lost about $250,000,000 of our
gold stocks to foreign countries. The re-establishment of the
gold standard in France on June ,25, 1928, was regarded as
the practical rehabilitation of the world’s monetary system;
this progress towards the re-establishment of the gold standard
in foreign countries has been accompanied by the withdrawal
of a considerable volume of gold from the United States.

Although many countries are said to be on a gold basis, in
actual practice the United States is the only country which
has no restriction on imports or exports of gold, full redeem-
ability of notes in any amount in gold, and unlimited obliga-
tion of the mint to purchase and sell gold at fixed prices.
Since 1837 the price of pure gold in the United States has
been fixed at $20.67 an ounce, but the purchasing power of
money has, as every one knows, been far from a fixed value
during the last ninety years. World production of gold aver-
ages about $100,000,000 annually from 1850 to 1890, when it
started to steadily increase, reaching about $450,000,000 in

DIAGRAM 111
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1913. The war caused a gradual decline in gold production
to about $310,000,000 in 1922, which has slowly recovered and
stands at about $400,000,000 annually.

The accompanying chart, Diagram 111, shows fluctuations
in the amount of currency in circulation and the supply of
gold in this country during the last twelve years. It will be
noted that the amount of currency in circulation and the trend
of prices indicated by the cost of living index, Diagram I,
bear a closer relationship to each other than gold stocks; this
is probably due to the fact that as prices advanced or declined
the amount of currency required by the people to purchase
things naturally fluctuated accordingly.

When a banker makes a large loan to a business man, he
does not hand over the amount of the loan to the borroAver in
currency; the banker simply adds a credit to the amount of
the checking account of the business man. When this is
done the loan has become a deposit against which checks
may be drawn, and because the deposits of the bank have in-
creased by the new amount, the reserves of the bank, under
the law, must be increased by a specified percentage, about
10 per cent. Unless the banker has excess reserves he must
deposit certain commercial paper or acceptable bonds with
the Reserve Bank to cover the increase required to be kept in
reserve. Thus the banking business of Federal Reserve Mem-
bers is limited by law. But private business interests making
a loan are under no legal obligation to maintain a certain
reserve in the central bank.

During 1928 there was no shortage of bank credit for gen-
eral business, but what is regarded as a new source of com-
mercial credit surplus reserves of large corporations, indi-
viduals and investment trusts was developed on a large
scale, especially taking the form of call loans to brokers carry-
ing stocks, for example, these private business loans to bro-
kers, indicated by the figures of the New York Reporting
Member Banks, increased by nearly $2,000,000,000 in 1928.
It explains how business and speculative credit expanded
without corresponding increases in bank loans, deposits and
reserves of banks which are members of the Federal Reserve
System. It has brought about a condition which not only
played an important part in the stock market boom and gen-
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eral business situation of 1928, but it will undoubtedly exert
a tremendous influence on the trend of business during 1929.

By these brief comments the Commission merely wishes to
point out the close relationship between commodity prices
and money rather than engage in any discussion of the com-
plex financial affairs. It should be stated, however, that our
financial situation is intimately connected with the policies
of the Federal government and the Federal Reserve System,
which have been largely responsible for the great confidence
of the public in regard to money matters since the war.

Exports and Imports.

The foreign trade of the United States, in addition to the
exchange of raw and manufactured products, now includes
enormous financial transactions, large tourist expenditures,
immigrant remittances and other items than merchandise. In
fact, financial transactions probably play the most important
part in our foreign trade and contribute in no small measure
to sustaining the large volume of goods exchanged annually.

The United States Department of Commerce has prepared
an estimated balance sheet of our foreign trade that gives a
good general picture of the relative importance of various
items. Comparative figures summarized for the calendar
years 1926 and 1927 show:
Estimated Balance of Cash Dealings with Foreigners during 1926 and

1927.

Millions of
Dollars.

Millions of
Dollars.

Credit, Debit,

1926. 1927. 1926. 1927.

$548 Tourist expenditures . $567 $617

514 1 Immigration remittances . 218 206
206 Charitable and missionary 46 43

contributions.
97 I New American investments 1,357 1,648abroad.

“Backwash” on previous 574 709foreign investments here.Goldshipped or earmarked 72 -767 If
$2,834 $3,223

919
Discrepancies due to errors 186 6

- and omissions.
166

$3,217

Merchandise, silver, etc. . $266

Interest on all private for- 467
eign investments.

War debt receipts . 195

Freight, ocean-borne pas- 34
senger traffic, insurance,
motion picture royalties
and other miscellaneous
items.“Backwash” in our pre- 659
vious American invest-
ments abroad.

New foreign investments 668
with United States.

Unfunded items . • 359

Gold shipped or earmarked
$2,648
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Detailed figures in regard to the source of our imports and
distribution of our exports, as well as the chief commodities
entering into this trade, will be found in reports of the
Department of Commerce.

Comparable figures of foreign trade for 1928 are not as yet
available; preliminary figures, however, indicate the continu-
ance of a favorable merchandise balance. On the other hand,
it will be noted from Diagram 111 that a large increase oc-
curred in gold exports during 1928.

Formerly, imports of manufactured goods were mainly of
the luxury class or of the novelty type, but for the past sev-
eral years a large volume of moderate and low-priced neces-
saries have been imported and sold in competition with do-
mestic goods, despite the tariff barrier. These imports have
replaced large quantities of products customarily manufac-
tured in Massachusetts, practically all retail stores carrying
a large assortment of foreign-made goods. This is a situation
the solution of which will do much to aid in the rehabilitation
of the textile industries.

On the other hand, the export trade on a per capita basis
is relatively high and of growing importance to Massachu-
setts. Thus we seem to be peculiarly affected by both angles
of the foreign trade question. It is inevitable that as foreign
trade develops and expands imports and exports of goods
from our ports will increase.

When imports are of non-competing raw products no trouble
arises, but when a large quantity of competing manufactured
goods are imported, it tends to upset the existing economic
balance. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that wages,
living standards and prices are higher in this country than in
foreign manufacturing countries. It is undoubtedly true that
low-cost imports may slightly reduce the cost of living as
well as return larger profits to dealers; however, if they re-
place American products, cause factories to shut down and
liquidate, throw many workers out of employment, there will
be a strong demand for intelligent action to protect our indus-
tries. This is a situation largely controlled by the tariff,
restrictive immigration, and the greater mechanical power
back of the American workman.
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Readjustment of Busines:
Economically, it is said that we have passed through the

period of simple agriculture and merchandising to that of
easy manufacturing until we have now reached the compli-
cated, technical business period of present-day manufacturing
and merchandising. The intelligent application of scientific
discoveries, together with the economies effected by mass pro-
duction and its partner, mass distribution, have in a com-
paratively few years revolutionized the business machinery.
Back of and supporting this development has been the ines-
timable influence of finance.

Formerly, it wr as comparatively simple to draw the line of
demarcation between necessaries and luxuries. The consumer
could be counted upon to demand certain foods, wear certain
clothes, burn certain fuels, travel in certain ways and live
according to certain standards. Now commodities in common
use include articles which may also be classified as luxuries,
and the consumer can no longer be counted upon to buy a
commodity which had been considered absolutely essential.
The desire for conveniences and luxuries is limited only by
purchasing power, and apparently many people wall curtail
necessaries to enjoy luxuries to which they have become accus-
tomed in recent years. Consequently, many of those engaged
in the business of supplying necessaries have not fared as
well as those engaged in luxury lines, which have enjoyed un-
precedented prosperity since the war.

The war demand, of course, brought about over-expansion
of many basic industries, and wide margins of profit naturally
encouraged overplanting of many business enterprises. And
these factors stimulated competition from other goods as well
as within an industry. Whatever may be the reasons for the
troubles of business, we must recognize that our entire busi-
ness structure has undergone fundamental changes. The
Commission briefly discussed this subject in its last year’s
report, pointing out some of the methods devised and adopted
by business to balance supply and demand; these may be
summarized as follows:
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1. When customary markets will not absorb more than a certain
amount of goods, new uses and markets are sought for the surplus.
Research experts, inventors and chemists have frequently been able
to find entirely new markets for many industries, and to devise prac-
tical ways of utilizing products more efficiently, thus averting what
threatened to be a serious situation. This element will probably
play a mort important part in the future development of business.

2. Advertising is widely used to create and maintain the demand
for certain goods. It makes and changes fashions, diets and habits
of living. It is an effective aid to business.

3. Storing the surplus in the belief that prices will be materially
higher in the near future is a very ancient practice. It works well
when prices advance. But storing the surplus is unduly expensive
and may be disastrous if prices decline. Consequently, many fines
of business now operate on what is called a hand-to-mouth basis.
Furthermore, improvements in transportation facilities lessen the
possibility of temporary shortages raising prices.

4. Statistics are commonly said to be beacon fights for business
and consumers, pointing out in a general way the trend of consump-
tion and prices, thus enabling business to provide only a sufficient
supply. But statistics have their limitations; they are frequently
incomplete, misinterpreted or interpreted from a personal viewpoint.
No one with unfilled orders likes to voluntarily restrict production
which he thinks will permit the other fellow not doing likewise to
increase his business. And the absence of authoritative consump-
tion statistics further limits their intelligent application.

5. Trade associations with mutual exchange of information, social
contact, etc., aid in the self-regulation of business. They educate
members and establish codes of ethics. But trade organizations are
prohibited by law from regulating prices and output.

6. Installment buying or consumer credit has been hailed in recent
years as a new discovery. It offers the opportunity to increase con-
sumption by getting people to spend part of their incomes in advance,
or as they use goods. So long as these consumers are able to obtain
work and pay their debts, it benefits business. For certain things it
has proven very successful, but fi
disastrous. It is interesting to ni
sumer credit was extended for the
grocery bills were payable weekly
it has been widely applied to the s
saries, while the sale of groceries

ir other commodities it has proved
ite that twenty-five years ago con-
common necessaries of fife, that is,
and rent quarterly; in recent years
ale of luxuries and expensive neces-

generally on a “cash and carry”
basis and rent is collected in advance.

7. Foreign markets for surplus goods and investment of surplus
capital abroad have been claimed by some to be the solution of most
of our troubles of overproduction, because by sending our surplus
goods and funds to other parts of the world needing them there would
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be no problem of surplus goods at home. It provides a very good
balance so long as we can get paid back without being obliged to
buy large quantities of foreign goods which throw our workers out
of employment.

8. Part-time employment to curtail output has been practiced in
some industries to give consumers an opportunity to absorb the
surplus supply. It originally started on the basis of curtailing em-
ployment in certain industrial centers about 10 per cent, and it soon
increased to 30 per cent or more as lower-priced goods from other
plants, which did not shut down, found their way into the customary
markets of those industries working part time. In the long run this
is an unsatisfactory palliative, as it tends to increase rather than
reduce production capacity, cost and prices. The textile and bitumi-
nous coal industries are good examples of the results of this particular
practice.

9. Reduction of man power needed by business to produce and
distribute goods has been brought about by the increasing skill of
management, classifying and readjusting working schedules, cost
accounting, etc. It usually reduces the number of employees 10 per
cent or more. It may also mean branching out into other lines of
business. Efficient management is recognized as one of the first
essentials to successful competitive business. These practices are
usually followed when costs must be lowered to meet price competi-
tion and maintain profits.

10. The slogan of the automotive and electric industries, “reduce
costs and prices to increase consumption and profits,” is making a
strong appeal to other industries. Expensive man power is replaced
by cheap mechanical power to reduce costs and prices, and at the
same time increase profits. This means mass production with low
unit but large aggregate profits. It is restricted chiefly to large
companies.

The Commission merely wishes to emphasize that both
business and consumers are faced with a new combination of
economic forces. Already the question of finding employment
for idle workers and the relations of man and machine are
the subject of wide discussion by labor groups and other
social organizations. Many volumes have been written about
the above-mentioned and other methods of aiding business,
including legislation, which our ingenious business men have
developed, but no panacea has yet been devised to meet the
various and complicated problems of business, and no substi-
tute has been found for personal leadership, the most essential
element.
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During 1928 the business of distributing food, clothing, fuel
and other commodities in Massachusetts was marked by a
further growth in the chain system, or consolidation of indi-
vidual stores under one head. The advantages of the chain
system come chiefly from centralized buying and administra-
tive control. It means lower costs and prices. But it also
raises the question of centralized ownership, which may un-
fairly use its power to ruin smaller competitors, to restrict
competition, and to create monopolistic conditions. This is
a matter which will undoubtedly receive growing public atten-
tion in the next few years, as it seems too much to expect that
all large corporate business will conduct itself in accordance
with satisfactory standards to the public. The Commission
believes that the piratical element in any business is confined
to a comparatively small percentage, and it is their practices
which menace the decent element in the business as well as
the public.

Mass production inevitably means mass distribution to pro-
vide a regular flow of goods to consumers. Formerly, particu-
lar emphasis was placed upon production problems, and many
economies made in reducing production costs, but only in
recent years has distribution attracted the serious attention
of industry. The only limitation of the demand for manu-
factured goods is the purchasing power of the people. Busi-
ness men now claim that merchandising is the greatest prob-
lem of industry, waste in distribution offering the greatest
opportunity to effect a reduction in prices that will permit
industry to sell more of its products. Here is what one of
our leading merchants recently stated:

The trouble is that there is far too much waste in distribution.
Frankly, the waste is disgraceful. It is due chiefly to the fact that
most of those engaged in getting production of the factories into the
hands of the consumers have not yet learned the methods of mass
production.

And the head of one of our industries, writing on the prob-
lems of industry, said in part:

We are going through a transition period of distribution, just as
manufacturing went through a transition period fifteen years ago.
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Some people seem to think that the only way to get business is to
reduce prices, just as manufacturers thought twenty years ago the
only way to reduce labor costs was to reduce rates of wages.

The job is to cut out the wastes, to reduce the amount of work
done, and perform a service of economy in methods and a human
relation service that always bring a proper reward.

The middleman or the jobber has already been affected
by the attack on our distribution system, and in some lines
jobbers have been partly replaced by company-branch stores
or by direct buying of large retail units. However, the casual-
ties of jobbers in numbers have been less than of small indi-
vidual retailers confronted with chain-store competition.

These chain systems have apparently developed along two
lines; that is, solely as distribution agencies or as selling
agencies controlled by producing interests. The necessity for
big companies to have a large direct interest, if not a control-
ling interest, in all branches of an industry in order to effec-
tively dominate it, seems to be the compelling motive back of
many recent business consolidations.

One of the interesting angles of the new distribution war is
the practice of the different kinds of chain stores to handle
merchandise ordinarily sold in an entirely different field; for
example:

Grocery chains are entering or are already in the cigarette and
tobacco, bakery, meat, household utensils, candy and other lines of
business.

Drug chains are in the restaurant or light lunch business, and
many of them may also be classified as specialty stores.

Tobacco chains are selling candy and many novelties
The five-and-ten and similar type chains are in the grocery trade,

operate restaurants, and in general are becoming small department
stores.

The question naturally arises which type or types of store
will eventually dominate, as there is a limit to the number of
new things which may be carried in the small store space of
the average chain store. In this connection it is interesting
to note that some of the chain stores are now granting credit
and making delivery, although the savings effected by the
omittance of these two items made it possible to reduce prices
and develop the chain system.
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During 192 S the several consolidations of chain stores into
larger groups to effect economies or eliminate duplication of
outlets took place. It indicates that even the chain systems
find competition with each other expensive and difficult to
meet. On the other hand, many small individual stores find
it very difficult, if not impossible, to compete with the chain
systems, except where special service will be paid for by
consumers, or in the case of certain large individual stores
efficiently managed, which are able to offer the consumer
wider choice of goods, better service, and sell at similar prices
as the chain stores. This development of the large central
store individually owned is evident in the meat and grocery
business, but in the other lines of business the trend is dis-
tinctly towards the chain system.

The Commission firmly believes that competition is neces-
sary to keep business healthy and prices x’easonable; other-
wise, the public will demand government regulation or super-
vision to insure fair prices and practices. And legislation is a
poor substitute for competition. It is interesting to note that
business itself appreciates the necessity for maintaining a high
standard of business integrity. In fact, many reputable deal-
ers have attempted themselves to police the practices of the
trade and promote and protect the confidence of the con-
sumer. This is the reverse of conditions twenty-five years ago.

The human element is intimately connected with produc-
tion and distribution, which is, of course, supported by the
purchasing power of the public. In a factory the human
problem is confined within a restricted area and much more
easily solved than the human problem in distribution. The
consumer recognizes that every person who performs a neces-
sary service in producing goods or getting them from the
factory to him is entitled to be justly rewarded. And when-
ever economies are effected in the cost of these services, it is
only reasonable that the consumer should share in the way of
lower prices. The big problem and responsibility of business,
the Commission believes, is to continue to place in the hands
of the consumer, either through lower living costs or high
wages, the money with which to buy the products of industry
and maintain our present high standards of living.
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Taxation.

In any discussion of the cost of living the question of taxa-
tion is an important factor, as it is a part of food costs, rental
charges and prices of everything bought by consumers. The
so-called average consumer, who represents the mass of people,
spends most of his money for necessaries, and as he cannot
pass his tax burden on to some one else, he is directly the
largest contributor to the support of the government.

Taxes include the money collected and spent annually by
the government, as well as the money raised by bond issues
which must be paid back out of future taxes; this latter ele-
ment is referred to as the public debt. In connection with the
increase of local government debts, it should be borne in
mind that most of the public debt incurred by the Federal
government was spent for war purposes, while most of the
money obtained from State and municipal bond issues has
been spent for the education, health and welfare of the public.

In Massachusetts, taxes collected from the people have de-
clined from the peak of about $545,000,000 in 1920 to $395,-
000,000 in 1927. This has been chiefly caused by reductions
of Federal war taxes. In this connection the policy of our
State government in financial matters has undoubtedly pre-
vented a material increase in our tax burden. Comparative
figures and the approximate division of the tax bill in 1926
and 1927 are as follows:

Massachusetts. 1926. 1927.

County $7.4 millions $7.9 millions
State . . • • • • - . . 40.9 millions 45.6 millions
Federal . . . • . . . . 118.3 millions 114.7 millions
Municipal 229.4 millions 227.0 millions

Total $396.0 millions $395.2 millions

The State debt of Massachusetts has been reduced from
about $40,400,000 in 1919 to about $14,500,000 in 1927. On
the other hand, the debt of our municipalities has increased
from $188,000,000 to $279,000,000 in the same period. Com-
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parative figures of the State, county and municipal debts are
listed below:

Massachusetts.
Year.

State Debt. Cities and Towns. County.

1913 $24,280,454 17 $183,749,013 00 $3,127,883 00
1919 40,433,204 61 188,212,790 00 3,423,333 00
1926 16,167,746 81 270,029,294 00 4,930,291 00
1927 14,458,704 28 279,160,633 28 4,370,736 31

It should be borne in mind that in this country taxes and
government debts can be reduced only by the practice of
economy; in some of the foreign countries internal debts
were practically wiped out by the excessive inflation of cur-
rency after the war. The marked decline in our State debt
has been due to the policy of the executive and legislative
branches of the State government and their consistent efforts
to reduce the tax burden. We have followed the “pay-as-
you-go” policy, paying for necessary improvements out of
current revenues. The Legislature has recognized the need of
giving special attention to our tax problems, and for the last
two years a Special Commission on Tax Revision has been
studying this entire subject, especial attention being given to
the question of municipal debts.

If the purchasing power of the pre-war “cost of living
dollar,” now reduced to about 62cents, may be taken as a
reasonable comparison of the relative value of the “tax dol-
lar,” it accounts for about 60 per cent of the increase of taxes.
But taxes collected and public debts incurred have advanced
more than this percentage. In addition to paying for the
cost of the war we have spent more for education, highways
and other governmental activities than ever before. Thus,
what the people expect of their government has evidently
undergone rapid changes in the last fifteen years, similar to
the changes that have taken place in the standards of living.
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Food.
Food is the largest single item of expense in the typical

family budget used by the Commission, being about 43 per
cent of total expenditures. It is a matter of daily purchase;
consequently, any increase in the price of a popular food com-
modity is the source of prompt public agitation, especially if
the reasons for the increase are not known. And frequently
the store keepers with whom the buyers come in contact
know nothing about prices, which further tends to create
suspicion in the minds of the public.

During 1928 the retail food index advanced from 145.7 in
December, 1927, to 147.6 in December, 1928. This increase
of about per cent closely followed higher wholesale prices.
The approximate division of the food element compared to
1913 is shown below:

Amount of Monet required, December, 1928, to purchase Certain Food
Commodities on 1913 Base.

The combined meat index is 163.3 compared to 100 in 1913
During 1928 retail prices of meats, particularly beef, steadilv
rose until September, but in the last three months meat prices
gradually fell, the net change for the year being an increase of
over 4 per cent.

Dairy and poultry products, considered collectively, Were
higher during the year than in 1927, due to higher prices of
butter, cheese and eggs. A decrease was noted in the pr ice 0f

CHAPTER 111. ELEMENTS OF THE BUDGET

(3) Flour, corn meal, bread, potat
(4) Other food items.
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milk which was extra high last year because of the conditions
arising from the Vermont flood. The combined index for
these four commodities was 156.5 in December, 1928, an in-
crease of 56.5 per cent over the 1913 level.

Retail prices of flour, bread, corn meal and potatoes, espe-
cially the last-named commodity, fell in 1928, the index figure
going from 136.1 in December, 1927, to 120.7 in December,
1928.

Other food commodities fluctuated in price during the year
according to the conditions affecting each product, no definite
trend of prices being noted. The index for this group of food
articles in December, 1928, was 139.0 compared to 132.2 in
the same month of 1927.

Monthly figures of the combined food index for 1927 and
1928 show the prices for each month last year were higher than
the corresponding months of 1927. Monthly figures follow:

1913 Equals 100.
Month

1927. 1928

145.4145.9January

February

March .

143.7 144.2

142.1 142.2
143.4 144.6
145.7 146.1
145.5 144.6
142.8 148.6
142.2 149.3
142.6 152.7
142.1 150.0
144.6 149.0
145.0 147.6

April

May

June
July

August

September

October .

November
December

Instead of buying food in bulk and storing it in the home,
consumers now buy from “hand-to-mouth” and rely upon
the convenient corner store to replenish their stocks daily.
Under this method of distributing food, reserve stocks in the
hands of the consumers are practically nil. It is very essential
that particular attention be given to the question of trans-
portation, any serious interference with which would quickly
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cause distress and suffering to the public. Furthermore, there
is no special inducement for the individual to buy food in
bulk lots, as the machinery of distribution has been developed
to distribute the various food articles in packages, cans and
generally in small lots. Thus business has relieved the house-
holder of many responsibilities in regard to the handling and
care of food supplies which were formerly regarded as part of
the necessary household duties.

Keen chain store competition, which has materially reduced
prices of foodstuffs to the great mass of people, continued to
be manifest in 1928. It was accompanied by consolidations
of chain systems into larger units, the growth of the “five-and-
ten cent” grocery chains, the addition of new lines of mer-
chandise, and the establishment of many chain meat and
fish stores. Evidently the chain system of distributing food
products is still in the development stage.

In previous reports the Commission has stressed the need
for raising a larger percentage of our food supply in Massa-
chusetts and New England. The farmers throughout the
country claim that the price that they receive for their prod-
ucts is fixed by what is left over after transportation and
distribution costs have been deducted from retail prices, which
leaves them a comparatively small return. Located near one
of the best markets in the country, the Massachusetts farmer
should be able to profitably compete with farmers in other
sections of the country, who must ship their products thou-
sands of miles and through various middlemen. The increas-
ing use of motor transportation not only brings the farms
closer to central markets but affords the farmer an opportu-
nity to sell many products at his door to the city consumer
or direct to retail dealers and consumers. In this way our
local farmers are able to obtain a larger share of the retail
price, and at the same time frequently sell to consumers at
loAver than customary market prices.

In several surveys made by the Commission last year of
prices in industrial cities, it found that many of the industrial
workers temporarily out of work or on part-time employment
have already taken up small farms around these cities to
provide part of their food supply at lower costs and increase
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their incomes from the sale of surplus food products durin
the period of industrial readjustment.

The cost of food to each family varies according to its in-
come, diet, and, most important of all, the ability of the house-
wife to intelligently select and efficiently prepare the daily
menus. Many educational programs fostered by organizations
interested in health matters or dealers in the sale of their
products have done much to spread information concerning
the desirability of purchasing foods by the calorie content
and chemical values, together with their proper preparations.
In other words, a balanced budget consists of so many calo-
ries or heat units, about 3,000 daily for an adult, properly
proportioned between proteins, fats, starches and sugars, with
the addition of cellulose, fruit acids and mineral salts. De-
spite the importance of every housewife knowing the calorie
content and value of the different foodstuffs in the interest of
both health and economy, the average family live on a rela-
tively restricted diet, the selection of which is mainly influ-
enced by long-established customs and the amount of money
which can be spent for food.

Cold Storage.
The density of population and remote source of our food

supply make cold storage of food a vital part of the distribu-
tion machinery in Massachusetts. It lessens our dependence
on transportation, which may be seriously interfered with in
the winter months, aids our fishing industry, promotes food
exports from the Port of Boston, and is generally regarded as
an essential function of the trade.

Storage of food is under the direct supervision of the State
Department of Health, and monthly statements are issued
showing stocks on hand and other data in regard to the stocks
of different food products. The dissemination of information
in regard to supplies and prices tends to stabilize prices, and
minimizes the possibility of excessive speculation with widely
fluctuating prices in these food commodities.

The following table shows comparative stocks of certain
food products in cold storage warehouses in the United States
and Massachusetts as of December 1, 1927, and 1928:
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[Sources of Information: United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Fisheries,
Department of Commerce, and Massachusetts Department of Health.]

December 1, 1927. December 1, 1938.
Article. United Massachu- United Massachu-

States. setts. States- setts.

Beet (frozen) 45,667,000 2,182,294 60,547,000 1,536,717
Pork (frozen) 65,666,000 3,076,440 66,595,000 3,913,529

Lamb and mutton ..... 3,790,000 418,181 5,473,000 474,537

Turkey 5,242,000 780,189 6,266,000 293,521
Fowl 12,354,000 504,748 9,156,000 604,176

Butter 83,224,000 8,994,307 71,054,000 8,652,495

Eggs (cases) 2,956,000 144,859 3,546,000 112.261
Eggs, frozen (pounds) ....

54,703,000 1,550,776 64,187,000 1,263,459

Fish 94,060,000 12,086,331 103,906,000 20,059,293

Except in the case of eggs all items in pounds. (Frozen eggs average about one dozen to
the pound.)

Meats
The index of combined meats, which represents about one-

third of the food section of the budget, increased about 4 per
cent in 1928. From reports of dealers it appears that con-
sumers curtailed their consumption of beef on account of the
high prices, substituting other lower-priced meat products or
foods. And in the last quarter of the year beef prices gradu-
ally fell off.

The following chart indicates price changes from the pre-
war base in typical meat products during 1928:

1913*1$ 1.00 December, 1928
!

Sirloin Steak | | j $2.11
I

Round Roast | ' 1 1.38

1.13Pork Loins

U 1.47Ham (Whole)

Lamb (Hindquarter) 1.68

Veal
Decrease In 1928 L.J Increase in
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There has been an adequate supply of all meats, although
it is evident that the demand for choice quality and special
cuts is not now so important a factor in this market. For-
merly, Massachusetts was regarded as a market which insisted
upon having a very large percentage of the best high-grade
beef. It is significant to note that the range of retail meat
prices appears to be increasing, according to quality and type
of dealer. This is probably one of the reasons the Commis-
sion received comparatively few complaints when prices rose
so rapidly at the beginning of last year. The development
of the chain system of meat stores in 1928 was undoubtedly
the chief cause for this spread in meat prices. Many small
individual meat dealers found it impossible to compete with
the chain stores, being obliged to give up the business or
accept employment in a chain meat store.

When the chain stores sold package goods and grocery
articles, prices were generally uniform in all stores, or, at
least, in all sections. Since their entrance into the meat and
fish business the attention of the Commission has been called
to the differences in prices within the same city for apparently
the same grade of goods. One case is being investigated by
the Commission now on complaint of an individual dealer
that prices of certain commodities in near-by chain stores are
fixed at about actual cost and considerably below prices in
their other stores, which is creating unfair competition and
seriously injuring his business.

The Commission believes that retail prices of meat and fish
products will naturally vary greater than prices of standard-
ized grocery items, but it is of public interest that the big
distributors do not use their great power to unjustly eliminate
a competitor. This is a matter which may require growing
government attention in the future, as competition becomes
keener in the distribution of these products.

Dairy and Poultry Products.
The index for the combination of dairy and poultry products

used by the Commission represents slightly more than one-
fifth of the food section of the budget; it was 156.5 in Decem-
ber, 1928, compared to 155.3 in December, 1927. Retail
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prices of milk fell off, while prices of butter, cheese and eggs
were slightly higher during 1928. It appears that changes in
these dairy and poultry products bear a sympathetic relation
to each other; in other words, a decline in the price of one
or more items will usually be offset by an increase in other
items. The accompanying chart shows the increase over 1913,
and changes of milk, butter and cheese prices during 1927
and 1928:

1913=51.00 December, 1928

Decrease in 1928 ; Increase in 1928 H

Butter is given the greatest weighting of any single item in
the food section of the budget, as it is widely used alone and
with other food. Our source of supply is gradually moving
farther west, Minnesota supplying about one-third of our re-
quirements, with the balance coming chiefly from Illinois,
North Dakota, New York, lowa, South Dakota, Massachu-
setts and Vermont. The seasonal production of butter makes
its distribution largely dependent on our cold storage sys-
tem, stocks being placed in storage during the flush months
in spring and summer for distribution throughout the year.

During 1928 it appears that cold storage stocks of butter
were reduced about 15 per cent, stocks in storage warehouses
on December 1, 1928, being reported as 83,224,000 pounds,
compared to 71,054,000 pounds the year previous. During
the first ten months of last year domestic production of butter,
which is reported as about 2,000,000,000 pounds, was slightly
behind the same period of 1927, exports fell off 402,883
pounds, and imports declined about 4,000,000 pounds. It
would seem that the high price of butter has had a tendency
to reduce its consumption.

Production of cheese, like that of butter, is moving farther
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and farther away from New England, most of our supply
coming from the West and foreign countries.

The milk situation in Massachusetts and New England,
which has in the past been the source of serious concern,
showed no great change during 1928. It is, however, neces-
sary to go farther away for a sufficient supply of milk to meet
the ever-increasing demand, causing additional terminal points
to be established in the country where the farmer can ship or
otherwise dispose of his milk, longer railroad hauls which
permit the tapping of more distant territory, and the use of
trucks to transport milk from points in the country not reached
by railroads.

Most of the supply of milk in Massachusetts is pasteurized
as a health measure, production and distribution being under
the direct supervision of boards of health.

The following table shows the net and fluid prices per
quart in the 181 to 200 mile zones, producers’ prices, f. o. b.
Boston, on fluid milk, and average retail prices by months
for 1928:

Price per Quart.

Fluid Price F. O. B. Net Massachusetts
1928. at Shipping Boston Fluid Price paid Retail

Station. Price. Farmer. Price.

January .... $0,0750 $0.0925 $0.0620 $0.1500

February . . . .0720 . 0900 . 0600 .1425
March .... .0720 . 0900 . 0590 .1425
April .... .0620 ,0800 .0510 .1325
May .... .0620 .0800 .0480 .1325
June .... ,0620 .0800 .0460 .1325
July

.... .0680 .0850 .0530 .1325
August .... .0720 .0900 .0600 .1425
September . . . .0720 .0900 .0590 ,1425

October .... .0720 .0900 .0610 .1425
November . . . .0720 ,0900 .0680 .1425
December . . . .0720 .0900 .0650 .1425

These figures, except for retail price in Massachusetts, were
supplied through the courtesy of the New England Milk Pro-
ducers Association.

Most of the supply of storage eggs and western eggs for
Massachusetts come from lowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Indiana
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and Kansas. Surplus stocks in the spring and summer are
candled, packed and shipped to cold storage for consumption
during the fall and winter periods of low production. This
reserve supply of eggs tends to prevent violent fluctuation
of prices, which is characteristic of the fresh eggs produced
locally. It is interesting to note that a shortage of fresh
western eggs never occurs, and, according to statements by
members of the trade, this is probably due to the fact that
a fresh western egg cannot be distinguished from a fresh
storage eg:

Other Food Products.
Price trends of certain other staple articles of food durin

1928 compared to the base price in 1913 are given below:

1913=51.00 December, 1928

1.55s

29

.90lions

.81Potatoes

1.15Canned Goods

1.25

.95

1.50lof

Decrease in 1928[.J Increase in 1928®
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Average increases of prices since 1913 for onions, potatoes,
canned goods, tea, sugar and many other miscellaneous food
products are below the average advance of the food index; in
fact, it will be noted that retail prices of tea, potatoes and
onions are even below prices in 1913.

It is evident that the problems of overproduction or under-
consumption are as vital to the producers of food as to the
manufacturers of goods. Food consumption does not increase
with income; that is, the family with an income of $1,500
may spend about the same amount of money for food as the
family with an income twice as large, providing diets are
similar. People who are well nourished do not eat more
merely because they have more money in their pockets; they
may want a greater variety and more expensive articles, but
frequently they consume less food than before. Therefore it
is evident that total food consumption is relatively staple,
depending mainly on the growth of population.

Comparative Food Costs.
In connection with the claim that food costs are higher in

Massachusetts than in other sections of the country, indices
based on 1913 prices in 39 cities for October, 1928, as issued
by the Bureau of Statistics, United States Department of
Labor, shows that there were 15 cities of this group with an
index higher than that of Boston. It also shows that the
increase in 13 of these cities during the period July to October
was more than the increase shown for Boston. The following
table shows the percentage of increase over 1913 in several
representative cities as shown by the Department of Labor:

Per Cent Increase
in Retail Food

City. Prices, October,
1928, compared

with 1913.

Washington, D, C 68.6
Chicago, 111 66.9
Richmond, Va 64.0
Buffalo, N. Y 62.3
Detroit, Mich, 62.1
Baltimore, Md 60.8
New York City 60.6
Philadelphia, Pa 59 6
Boston, Mass 59 2
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Local conditions often render comparison of prices between
cities of little value, because the prices in different cities are
for different grades. However, these figures are a good barom-
eter of price trends, and they show that food prices have
increased less in Boston than in many other large cities of the
country over the pre-war base.

Clothing.

Clothing prices, which represent about 13.2 per cent of total
expenditures divided equally between men’s and women’s
clothing, were slightly lower during most of 1928 than in the
corresponding months of 1927. The index of combined cloth-
ing for December, 1928, was 172.8, or, in other words, an
indicated increase of about 72.8 per cent over the 1913 base.

Clothing expenditures are subject to an almost indefinite
expansion or contraction. Furthermore, the influence of style
and individual taste make it practically impossible to ade-
quately measure the clothing dollar in a similar manner to
the food dollar; consequently, clothing indices are based on
the so-called sampling method, that is, on prices of certain
staple goods which do not rapidly change with the seasons.

The following chart shows graphically the 1913 clothing
dollar, together with the money required to purchase a simi-
lar quantity of these clothing articles in December, 1928:

Clothing prices are directly influenced by exceedingly keen
local competition, prices of men’s, women’s and children’s
ready-made clothing articles showing comparatively wide va-
riations, even within each community, because of differences
in grades of merchandise and types of dealers. The success
of the clothing store apparently lies mainly in the ability of
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the buyer to sense accurately the constantly changing de-
mands of the public. In this connection the development of
chain clothing and specialty stores and the consolidation of
certain department stores were outstanding features last year.
This centralized buying and management for a group of stores
should mean lower prices as well as larger aggregate profits.

Comparative price changes of typical individual items of
clothing on the 1913 base are shown by the following diagram:

1913=51,00

Cotton Fabrics

1.76Suits, Blue Serge

Men's Shirts 1.55

1.78

1.25Men's Underwear

1.02

Under the industrial activities of Massachusetts, the pro-
duction of textiles and shoes represent two of our principal
occupations; thus the prices of shoes and clothing should not
be excessive in this Commonwealth.

In addition to severe competition from mills in the South,
the importation of textiles and clothing from foreign coun-
tries creates serious competitive problems that must be met
by our industries. It is only necessary to look at the foreign
labels on many clothing articles in our retail stores to appre-
ciate the reason many of our mills are shut down.

December, 1928

Women's Shoes ':
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The following comments recently made by a representative
of the textile industry indicate that it appreciates the serious-
ness of the present situation, especially the control exercised
by the selling agent and the need for new methods of manu-
facturing and marketing to meet present conditions;

In the textile business, as in every other industry, the ignorant
and the careless competitor has broken the market for the more con-
servative and. intelligent. This is just the individual who has not
had access to the experience of the wiser, nor to the cost data of the
best operators. They guard cost data very carefully and are fre-
quently unable to understand how a competitor can cut his costs.

Because the operation of a textile mill years ago was a fairly simple
executive problem of keeping equipment and machinery busy, the
sale organizations of the industry were developed separately from
the mills. The selling house took the output of the mill and sold it.
For investment and for their security in tenure of office, the selling
houses gradually bought into the control of the mills, took care of
the financial problems, endorsed the mill’s paper, and advised the
mill as to what product to turn out. This saved the mill management
sales expense and effort, but as a result has separated the manufac-
turer from his customer.

The selling house was commonly paid a percentage of the gross
sales made for doing all this. A payment on gross orders and in-
terest in the profits obviously has the tendency to focus interest
on the volume rather than on the profits of the business. Contact
with the customer puts the selling house in the position of advising
the mill as to the attitude of the customer, and this advice must in
general be accepted by the mill man as final.

An arrangement which shuts off income from the selling house if
the mill shuts down at least offers the temptation to advise a con-
tinuance of activity of lower and lower price as the textile market
declines. The ease with which sales can be made at lower prices
again offers the temptation to the selling house to depress the price
which the mill obtains. All the evils of a cost-plus contract are present
in this situation.

To the outsider, philosophically watching the struggles of a great
industry, the question arises whether we are not observing the flux
which precedes the reformation of a great industry. The destructive
internal competition, the upsetting of markets through ignorance
of costs, the uncertainty as to markets, the anxious groping for econo-
mies other than those which arise from laboratory research, all sug-
gest the struggles that have occurred in the telephone and in the
steel industries. The observer, noting these facts, is inclined to
think that a mill, huge unit though it is, is only a tool for producing
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cotton cloth. Behind this are the finishing plants, tools for changing
the form of the original fabric to meet the demands of wider markets,
and these great plants are the servants of the world-wide demand
for fabrics of one sort and another. To the observer comfortably
located outside the fight the question arises whether out of the dis-
turbance of the industry will arise some great management groups
who shall command not only the services of the converting plants
and the cotton mills, and keep in touch with the markets, but also
in touch with the laboratory and business investigation which shall
develop new methods of manufacture and marketing.

In previous reports the Commission has discussed the cloth-
ing situation in detail, pointing out that the wide range of
retail prices has probably been the reason it has received
comparatively few complaints concerning clothing prices. It
seems unnecessary to go into this matter at length in this
report; therefore the Commission simply wishes to emphasize
the conclusions contained in its last year’s report, namely:

That a larger proportion of our clothing should be made in Massa-
chusetts where the cloth is produced; the direct selling of cloth from
the mill to local makers of clothing will tend to restore this business
to the Commonwealth.

That the movement to acquaint Massachusetts people with certain
products of our factories will be aided by the sale of these goods in
the communities where manufactured, either through local mer-
chants or direct, at a price part way between wholesale and retail
prices, due to the elimination of transportation and other costs; it
will develop community consciousness and tend to reduce living
costs.

The Commission believes our industries can and should
supply a larger share of clothing articles for home markets,
which can only be recaptured by aggressive action and atten-
tion from the leaders of our textile industries.

Shelter.

An allowance of 17.7 per cent is made for shelter in the
typical budget used by the Commission to record changes
in the cost of living. The items of carfare and heating
expenses that must be considered in the selection of a home
are provided for in other sections.
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The Commission has closely followed housing conditions
on account of its activities in thousands of individual disputes
coming to its attention daily. In the “Summary of Activi-
ties” of this report an outline is given of this phase of its
work. And in 1928 a special study and report, House No.
200, January, 1929, was made at the direction of the House of
Representatives in regard to the promotion and financing of
new housing. This report contains a general summary of
the housing situation and comments from bank officials and
real estate dealers in various parts of the State; therefore it
seems to be unnecessary to make more than a few brief com-
ments on housing conditions at this time.

Rental charges did not advance in the war period as rap-
idly as food and clothing prices, but rentals continued to go
up for several years after commodity prices had started to
decline from the peak of 1920. Rents have shown but little
recession from the peak reached in 1925, but in the last three
years a slight lowering of rents, especially for “old proper-
ties,” has been recorded. Property values, which were exces-
sively inflated because of the housing shortage and high con-
struction costs, appear to be gradually coming down, as rents
cannot be easily collected to sustain the increased values. It
is significant to note that rent reductions are made only after
the properties have been vacant for several months, although
in some industrial communities, where the population and
wages have fallen off, substantial rent concessions have been
made.

The accompanying chart, Diagram IV, shows the trend of
rents since 1916, compared to an index of building costs in
Massachusetts. Most tenants in the State pay rent on a
monthly basis, with the exception of the industrial cities,
where it is customary for the workers to pay rent weekly.

The upward trend of rents started in the high-priced type
of property, spread to the medium-priced group, and, after
the acute period had passed, to the low-priced tenements,
many of which have been remodeled, improved or demol-
ished, thereby accentuating the difficulties of families able to
pay only a small rent. The downward trend in the last three
years has apparently followed a similar order, the greatest
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reduction being made in the high-rent groups. At the present
time those families paying over $35 a month are able to bar-
gain on fairly equal terms with landlords for a rent, but those
able to pay less than $35 a month cannot exercise much choice
in the selection of living quarters, except in certain industrial
cities.

REL AT!VE VARIATION
SN

COSTOP BUM-DINS Be RENTS

Whether the property is owned or rented, the rental charge
is a combination of taxes, water rates, insurance, repairs,
depreciation and other miscellaneous carrying charges, plus
a reasonable return on its value. And the item of interest is
a material factor on account of the common practice to mort-
gage property, even by home owners. This means that cer-
tain fixed charges must be borne by property whether it is
rented or vacant.

DIAGRAM IV
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Actual values of real estate generally have advanced faster
than taxes, but taxes, insurance and interest are regarded as
fairly stationary charges which do not rise and fall as rapidly
as the market value of property. It would seem that taxes
and other items entering into the cost of rent cannot be ex-
pected to go back to the levels prevailing prior to the war,
and, in addition to high material and labor costs, city plan-
ning, zoning, and other municipal ordinances affecting con-
struction must be considered as factors affecting property
values and rents. On the other hand, it is only reasonable to
assume that rents, artificially advanced because of the war
shortage of desirable properties, will be readjusted downwards.

Housing construction was naturally stimulated in those sec-
tions where rents had increased property values above the
cost of building, which had practically doubled. Generally
stated, it has been profitable to construct unheated dwellings
(five rooms with modern improvements) to rent for about
$4O per month and over. However, no construction of hous-
ing accommodation for the great mass of people who can
afford to pay from $2O to $3O per month for rent of a home
has taken place.

According to the compilation of reports of the assessors,
tax values and tax rates have increased from about 3| billions
in 1913 to 4| billions in 1920, and to over 6 billions of
dollars in 1927, our population increasing from about 3,500,000
to about 4,250,000 in this period. To give a general picture
of the progress made in the construction of dwellings in
Massachusetts, the following yearly summary, taken from
reports of the assessors, is given herewith;
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Massachuset

Year.
Number of Increase Over

Dwellings assessed. Preceding Yeared. Preceding Year.

1913 550,787

561,419 10,1914

572,405 10,9861915

587,431 15,0261916

10,8461917

8,085606,3611918

2,994609,3561919

614,970 5,6141920

6,014620,9841921

627,404 6,4201922

642,966 15,562

671,922 28,956

681,871 9,949

703,476 21,605

725,642 22,166

1923

1924

192J

1926

1927

Financing practices and policies have been largely respon-
sible for the tremendous activity in real estate transfers and
building following the war. The money for this purpose has
been provided by the savings of the public, total assets of
mutual savings banks increasing from $937,000,000 in 1913
to over $2,000,000,000; the co-operative bank assets going
from about $82,000,000 in 1913 to over $500,000,000, and
deposits in savings departments of trust companies rose from
about $15,000,000 in 1913 to over $250,000,000. In addition,
huge sums have been invested in real estate by insurance
companies, by real estate bond houses, by trustees, by wealthy
individuals and by home owners. Real estate is regarded as
a desirable investment of savings,, and mortgages on houses
are looked upon from an entirely different viewpoint than
even twenty-five years ago. However, the rapidly growing
number of foreclosures, totaling about one-half the number
of new dwellings constructed annually, indicate the existence
of a serious situation that ought to be carefully studied and
considered by those concerned with financing real estate.
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The housing situation as a whole has apparently reached
the stage where property owners are faced with entirely dif-
ferent conditions than a few years ago. Instead of being
obliged to bid against each other for a rent, tenants and pro-
spective purchasers are now able to exercise a considerable
amount of discretion in the selection of property. But the
natural desire is to maintain a respectable and high standard
of living. To do so, it is necessary for many families to take
lodgers, occupy smaller quarters or pay an excessive share of
their incomes for rent. And others of moderate means are
obliged to live in the old-type houses without modern con-
veniences. Consequently, the housing situation is still the
source of much concern to these families.

Fuel and Light.

In the typical budget the division of the fuel and light
dollar is approximately as follows: Stove coal (anthracite),
$0.66 f; electricity, gas, $0.13|; kerosene, $0.06f, all
fuels combined having a weight of 5.6 per cent of total expendi-
tures. During 1928 the fuel and light index was slightly less
than in 1927.

Considering the index number as the amount of money
needed to purchase a similar quantity of each fuel that cost
$1 in 1913, it shows the following comparisons:

1913*51.00 December, 1938

Anthracite | : ;J2.Q5
I
!

Gas I 1.53
I

I
Electricity I

i

.—

Kerosene | 1.80

Decrease in 1928 Increase in 1928
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It appears that anthracite prices have increased 105 per
cent, gas 53 per cent, and kerosene 80 per cent, while elec-
tricity has declined 23 per cent, making the average advance
of prices in this section since the pre-war level about 80 per
cent.

inthmcite

In the spring about April 1 anthracite prices were re-
duced 50 to 75 cents a ton at the mines, and during the sum-
mer and early fall months prices were gradually advanced
so that when the coal-burning season commenced the winter
level was established; that is, about 18.75 for egg and chest-
nut and $9.25 per gross ton for stove coal. This is an old,
established practice intended to stimulate coal buying in the
spring and summer by the dealers, who in turn make a similar
or larger concession to householders to encourage them to put
in their fuel supply early. Retail prices were reduced last
spring from 75 cents to $1 a ton.

Throughout last year prices charged by the so-called “in-
dependent” producers were at about the same level or slightly
below the prices of the large company producers, who supply
about 75 per cent of the total output and follow an announced
schedule of prices and shipments. Consequently, prices of
the independent producers are frequently referred to as “spot”
prices for immediate delivery, and in shortage periods range
from $1 to over $3 a ton over “company” prices. In Appen-
dix 11, Table 11, of this report, “company” prices for egg.
stove, chestnut and pea sizes, f.o.b. mines, of the principal
operators are listed for April and December, 1928.

Except for slight revisions in certain tariff schedules, all-
rail transportation rates in 1928 from the mines to Massa-
chusetts were substantially the same as in 1927. Table 12,
in Appendix 11, gives typical freight rates (Delaware & Hud-
son Railroad and Philadelphia & Reading Railroad), domestic
sizes, on anthracite from the mines to representative Massa-
chusetts points, and the rail rates from the mines to tide-
water at Philadelphia and New York Harbor points, together
with the approximate barge rates to Boston. It costs less to
transport anthracite by barge to tidewater ports, but addi-
tional items of expense, such as insurance, the greater break-
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age or degradation of coal from rough handlings, and other
special items of expense, partially offset the lower tidewater
transportation rates. Before the war over half of our an-
thracite supply was received at coast ports for local consump-
tion and reshipment to inland cities, but now the great bulk
of our supply comes all-rail from Pennsylvania, even to many
seaport communities.

The Boston retail price has been regarded for many years
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DIAGRAM V

State, only slight variation occurring from the Boston price
due to freight rates or local conditions. The accompanying
chart, Diagram V, shows the fluctuations of retail prices in
Boston over a period of years, with the cost at the mine and
the approximate transportation cost indicated thereon. Dur-
ing 1928, however, this uniformity of prices was not so pro-

the “basing price” for practically every community in the
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noimced; in fact, prices within as well as between cities fre-
quently varied from 50 cents to over $1 a ton. The following
table gives retail prices, stove coal, December 1, 1928, to-
gether with all-rail transportation rates to certain represent-
ative cities in the Commonwealth;

Comparative Freight Rate and Retail Anthracite Prices, December 1,1928.

Delaware&Hudson Stove Coa,

Poundit (2’ ooo Pounds

Boston ......... $4 28-$4 54 $l6 25

Worcester 4 41 16 75
Springfield ........

4 03-$4 16 16 00
Haverhill 4 91 16 00
Brockton 4 54 17 00
Holyoke ......... 4 16 15 50

New Bedford 4 16 15 50

Table 12 of Appendix II lists retail prices in and freight
rates to representative communities throughout the State.

Electricity.

It will be noted that electricity is the only fuel which has
declined in price to consumers from the pre-war level. In
1913 about 2j pounds of coal were required to produce one
kilowatt hour, while at the present time less than 1| pounds
are needed to produce the same amount of energy. This
lower cost has benefited both the electric companies and the
public, although there has been considerable discussion in
regard to the sharing of these savings by certain companies
with the public.

During 1928, a new policy of fixing electricity rates based
on what each consumer might be expected to use for lighting
his house, according to its size, was adopted by many Massa-
chusetts companies. The rate is made so that after the ap-
proximate lighting charge has been collected, a lower power
rate is offered to stimulate the use of electricity for household
appliances, electric refrigeration, radios and other similar pur-
poses. Taking 25 kilowatts as an average monthly consump-
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tion, the Commission finds the following rates in a five-room
house in certain representative cities of the Commonwealth
would be as follows;

Cost of 25 K. H. Average per K. H

Boston $1 95 $0 078
Worcester 1 75 07
Springfield 1 50 06
Haverhill 2 25 09
Brockton ........ 2 00 08
Holyoke ... 1 125 045
New Bedford ........ 1 90 076

The gas and electric industries are government-created
monopolies which require special use of public ways. Their
prices and practices are supervised and may be regulated to
a certain extent by the Department of Public Utilities, to
which all complaints received by the Commission in regard
to electricity and gas were referred.

Gas.

Bituminous coal is the chief source of artificial gas in Massa-
chusetts, although many of the gas companies are equipped
to produce water gas, a mixture of carbon monoxide, nitro-
gen and hydrogen. Consequently, the gas companies are able
to use bituminous coal or oil, hard coal and coke, whichever
process for making gas may be the cheaper. In the accom-
panying table the Commission lists the cost of gas per M
cubic feet in certain cities of the St

Cost per M
Cubic Feet.

Boston $1 20
Worcester 1 30
Springfield 1 35
Haverhill 1 25
Brockton 2 05
Holyoke 1 25
New Bedford 1 20

The general use of bituminous coal for gas manufacture is
largely due to the opportunity to profitably sell coke in com
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petition with anthracite. Under the law the money received
from the sale of by-products naturally affects the price at
which the principal product gas is fixed to consumers.
The retail price of coke ranges from $l2 to $l3 per ton or
for 40 to 60 bushels, as the dealer may sell coke by weight or
measure. On account of the porosity of coke it can absorb
upwards of 20 per cent of water, consequently the bushel
measure insures the consumer receiving full weight in coke.

Kerosene
Prices of kerosene fluctuate similar to coal, that is, it is

usually higher in the season of greatest consumption, the
winter, than in summer. Last year kerosene prices ranged
from 19 to 20 cents per gallon throughout the year. The di
tribution of kerosene is confined to comparatively few deal-
ers, and retail prices are generally about two cents higher in
stores than from delivery wagons of the large distributors. Its
use for illuminating purposes is becoming quite restricted,
but many householders, especially in the cities, use small
kerosene heaters in mild weather for auxiliary heat. For-
merly, kerosene was the chief product of the oil industry. Now
it is gasoline, the price of which largely determines the price
of the lighter distillates, including kerosene and furnace oil
Under the so-called “cracking process” a large quantity of
motor fuel may be extracted from kerosene, making the cost
of kerosene dependent upon the demand of consumers for it
and the price of gasoline

Coal Production and New England Receipt
In considering the coal situation the striking difference be-

tween anthracite and bituminous coal must be constantly
borne in mind. Not only do these coals differ geologically,
but economic conditions in each industry are very dissimilar.

The bituminous coal industry, having a potential produc
tion of over 900,000,000 tons
thirty States, and a demand
about 520,000,000 tons for
ity, has seriously suffered frc
tion. Even a strike of long

nnually, with deposits in about
rage of last five vears of

ly about one-half this caj:

i the problems of overpr.
uration in the
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States failed to shorten the supply sufficient to materially
raise prices during 1927 and 1928. Notwithstanding the in-
dustrial expansion of the country, the bituminous industry
appears to have entered upon an era of arrested consumption
brought about by the more efficient combustion of coal and
the growing use of other fuels. In 1913 coal supplied over
87 per cent of the total supply of energy; by 1927 only about
60 per cent of the total supply of energy was produced from
coal; other sources of energy are oil, 21 per cent, and natural
gas, 6 per cent; water power, though growing steadily, only
contributed about 7 per cent of the total supply of energy.
Massachusetts is able to buy bituminous coal from several
different fields, and very good facilities are available for trans-
portation from the mines, either all-rail or a combination of
rail and water routes.

On the other hand, the anthracite industry is now devoted
almost entirely to supplying coal for household purposes. Its
production and demand, about 90,000,000 tons annually, are
nearly equal. Its almost stationary output with a growing
population developed trouble from underproduction, which
became very serious to the public depending on this fuel
whenever the supply and transportation were interfered with.
In the last two years, however, the total production of an-
thracite, about 80,000,000 tons, fell off to such an extent that
concerted action has been taken by the operators to regain
part of this lost market, but prices have not as yet been
reduced.

In previous reports the Commission has discussed in detail
the conditions in the anthracite and bituminous industries;
therefore only a brief statistical summary is given in this
report. For general figures see the following tables in Ap-
pendix II:

Table 1. —Anthracite Total Production, New England Receipts,
Total Exports, Total Imports, 1916 to 1928, inclusive.

Table 2. —• Bituminous Coal Total Production, New England
Receipts, Total Exports, Total Imports, 1916 to 1928, inclusive.

During 1928 the importation of foreign anthracite and bri-
quettes became an increasing factor in the domestic fuel situ-
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ation of New England. It is reported that the loss of British
anthracite markets on the Continent made over a million
tons available for shipment to new markets. Canada and
New England are apparently regarded as the most attractive
markets for this surplus supply. During the last few years
foreign anthracite has displaced over 500,000 tons of Ameri-
can anthracite in Canadian markets, and imports of foreign
fuels into New England are a growing factor in our fuel market.
At $9.25 to $lO per gross ton in ship loads, c.i.f. Boston, com-
pared with $12.75 for American anthracite, it is evident that
many dealers will attempt to capitalize the difference in
prices. In fact, several of the brokers who speculated in
American anthracite during the shortage periods have be-
come importers of foreign fuels. At the present time foreign
anthracite is retailed for about the same price as the Penn-
sylvania product.

In the case of bituminous coal it is claimed that the cost
of production and preparation is lower in this country than in
England, but the reverse is true in the case of anthracite.
In addition, the high freight rate from Pennsylvania adds
to the handicap of American anthracite, as foreign anthra-
cite can be brought over 3,000 miles by water cheaper than
about 385 miles by rail from Pennsylvania. The following
table shows the importations of foreign fuels, anthracite and
briquettes into Massachusetts during the last coal year and
for part of the present year;

Massachusetts Importat

i ino? April 1, 1928, to
March 3 1! 1928 3A 1928

Except for the shortage periods occasioned by the anthra-
cite strikes of 1922, 1923 and 1925, only about 1,000 tons of
anthracite were annually imported into Massachusetts and
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no briquettes were bought abroad. In a bulletin to the coal
trade last March the Commissi
tion in the quality of foreign a
ers to be cautious in this resp
age periods a considerable q
anthracite of inferior quality
During the past year, however
but few complaints, mainly in
or consumers in regard to foreij

don pointed out the wide varia-
anthracite, and urged the deal-
pect, because during the short-
quantity of low-grade foreign
was shipped to this country.

the Commission has received
regard to sizing, from dealers
:n coal.
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Anything that interferes with the regular transportation of
coal has a direct effect upon the price, as the coal market is
especially sensitive to conditions that interfere, even tempo-
rarily, with the movement of coal to customary markets.
The Commission has collected, compiled and disseminated
information in regard to the monthly receipts of anthracite
and bituminous coal at New England tidewater ports and
via the railroads. In this way intimate knowledge is cur-
rentlv available in regard to our fuel situation. The accom-

DIAGRAM VI
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panying charts. Diagrams VI and VII, show the receipts, all-
rail and tidewater, of anthracite and bituminous coal into
New England for the last twelve years.

It will be noted that approximately two-thirds of our bitu-
minous supply is received at tidewater ports, as compared
to only about one-quarter of our anthracite supply. In con-
nection with the tidewater transportation of coal, the charges
for transporting anthracite in barges from New York and
Philadelphia is higher than for transporting bituminous coal
in large steamers from Hampton Roads, Va., about twice the
distance. This is simply another incident which shows the
necessity of considering anthracite and bituminous coal con-
ditions separately.

For more detailed information in regard to the New Eng-
land coal situation attention is called to the following tables
in Appendix II:

Table 3. New England Tidewater Anthracite Receipts by States,
1916 to 1928. inclusive.

Table 4. New England Tidewater Bituminous Coal Receipts by
States, 1916 to 1928, inclusive.

Table 5. New England All-Rail Anthracite Receipts by Roads,
1916 to 1928, inclusive.

Table 6. New England All-Rail Bituminous Coal Receipts by
Roads, 1916 to 1928, inclusive.

Table 7. New England All-Rail Movement of Coal as shown by
Number of Cars of Coal passing East through the Gateways,
1921 to 1928, inclusive.

Additional statistics in regard to the fuel situation are
accessible in the office of the Commission.

Supply of Domestic Fuels.
Only about ten years ago nearly every home in Massachu-

setts, from the rich to the poor, was heated by broken, egg,
stove, chestnut or pea sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite. While
it is the principal and favorite fuel today, various competing
fuels have shown phenomenal growth in recent years. We
now have anthracite from Wales and Scotland (Great Brit-
ain), briquettes or compressed coal made in Massachusetts,
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Pennsylvania and New Jerse,1
and England, low volatile b:
vania and West Virginia, and
sylvania anthracite, formerly <
household-burning apparatus,
with specially designed autor
are the fluid fuels oil and
afford to pay for comfort am
homes.

■ or imported from Germany
tuminous coal from Pennsyl-
even the small sizes of Penn-
'onsidered as impracticable for
are used on special grates or

matic machinerv. Then there
gas for the people who can
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the selection and use of coal which will enable them to obtain
more heat for less money.

The Commission has made special surveys during the last
two coal years to determine the relative importance of the
various fuels used for heating the homes in Massachusetts.
Comparative figures for the last two coal years are givenn
below:

1926-1927. 1927-1928.
Household Fuels. Fuel Equivalent Fuel Equivalent

in Coal (Tons). in Coal (Tons).

Anthracite ........
5,250,000 5,000,000

Low volatile bituminous .....
600,000 630,000

Coke 475,000 525,000

Oil 300,000 400,000

Briquettes 125,000 190,000

Total 6,750,000 6,745,000

It is estimated that we spend in Massachusetts about
$100,000,000 for heating our homes, and another $20,000,000
is spent for gas and electricity in the kitchens.

While the New England figures give an adequate general
picture of the industrial fuel situation, to find out about the
domestic fuel situation in Massachusetts it is necessary to
make surveys of receipts by dealers and stocks in their yards.
In 1928 the Commission made such surveys, and also of retail
prices every four months in regard to anthracite, and every
six months in regard to the other less important fuels. The
results were reported to the dealers and the public for their
information and guidance. It tends to eliminate the element
of guess and fear of shortage, which usually becomes acute
when the coal-burning season commences, and sometimes
during the winter when storms interfere with transportation.
The Commission is informed that the information supplied
by it to the dealers has enabled many of them to act intelli-
gently in buying supplies, and prevented large unnecessary
inventory losses at the end of the coal year.

The December 1 survey of 1928, compared with the pre-
ceding year, showed as follows:
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Deliveries of Domestic-sized Anthracite.
[Net tons.]

1927. 1928.

Stocks in dealers’ yards April 1 484,454 290,477

Receipts April 1 to November 30 3,486,031 3,666,000
Stocks in dealers’ yards December 1 748,323 735,000

Deliveries last coal year, 4,744,324 net tons.

In Appendix II of this report the Commission includes a
detailed summary of the deliveries and prices of domestic-
sized anthracite for the last coal year in Massachusetts as
a whole, the Boston District, which uses approximately one-
third of the anthracite supply, and in representative munic-
ipalities throughout the State.

Massachusetts is the only State which possesses such pub-
lic information in regard to its coal supply and prices. This
information is widely sought after and used by various trade
and government publications, dealers and consumers. It is
a good illustration of the value of distribution statistics.

Conclusions.
The Commission in its report of last year, House No. 999,

January, 1928, discussed in detail the anthracite situation
from the viewpoint of the consumers and dealers in Massa-
chusetts, pointing out some of the things that made the fuel
bill unduly high. It urged the industry to consider certain
specific suggestions for its own good as well as that of our
consumers.

The Commission believes that developments during the
current year warrant its repeating these suggestions, which
were as follows:

That the price of anthracite, the basic household fuel, should be
reduced; it hopes that this reduction will be brought about by the
enlightened self-interest of all members of the trade without another
strike or lockout.

That the Interstate Commerce Commission should reconsider the
recommendations of the United States Coal Commission of 1923,
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with a view of bringing about a reduction of anthracite freight rates,
considering the changed conditions and the fact that this case, Docket
15006, is still before it.

That a larger discount than 50 cents a ton, which, due to the in-
crease in price is only equivalent to one half the discount offered in
1913, should be given consumers buying and storing coal in the
summer; this may be partly brought about by lower freight rates
in the summer.

That the special anthracite tax of about $7,000,000 levied on sales
by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania ought to be repealed; this
obnoxious tax, commonly regarded as “taxation without representa-
tion,” is a handicap to our dealers in competing with other fuels not
subject to such a tax.

That the manufacture of briquettes or pressed fuel at tidewater
plants in Massachusetts is a new and desirable industry which should
be encouraged; it ought not be necessary to import thousands of
tons of this fuel from foreign countries. (In 1928 two briquette
plants in Massachusetts commenced to produce and sell briquettes
on a commercial scale.)

The Commission hopes that the anthracite interests will
be able to devise ways and means of reducing prices and
thereby help the great mass of householders relying on this
favorite fuel to effect a further saving on their heating bill
which is relatively higher than most of the other necessaries
of life.

Sundries.
The goods and services which together are called sundries

satisfy a wide variety of wants, each comparatively small in
itself, but in the aggregate represent about 20 per cent of total
expenses.

It is stated that the amount of money available for sun-
dries or miscellaneous expenditures is a good barometer of
the standard of living which the family is able to maintain.
It will be noted that an allowance of 20.4 per cent for sun-
dries in the United States compares to about 4 per cent in
Great Britain, 10 per cent in France and Belgium, and 13
per cent in Italy, while Canada, with 19 per cent for miscel-
laneous expenditures, is only slightly less than in this country.
In other words, the purchase of food, fuel, clothing and hous-
ing in the European countries takes such a large share of the
income that the average family has little money left with
which to improve his living conditions.
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Except for ice the Commission uses the same list of sun-
dries that has been developed by the National Industrial
Conference Board checking prices for application to Massa-
chusetts. These items include:

Furniture and household supplies.
Carfares.
Candy, soft drinks, etc.
Recreation, theatres, etc,
Reading material, stationery, telephone call:
Medical care, drugs, toilet articles, etc.
Dues and insurance.
Contributions to church and charity.
Tobacco.
Ice.

It is evident that what one family will consider essential
another would feel he could do without, but the total expendi-
tures in either case would probably be practically equal. Dur-
ing 1928 a slight net reduction was recorded in the sundries
index.

The retail price of ice increased from 50 to 60 cents per
cwt. in Metropolitan Boston, Worcester and certain smaller
communities, retail prices in Massachusetts ranging from 45
to 60 cents per cwt., most of the large communities charging
the latter price. The construction of additional plants for
manufacturing ice in Boston, Cambridge, Worcester, Lowell,
Lynn and other large cities continued during 1928, materially
reducing our dependency on weather conditions for a supply of
ice. It is a development of great importance, especially on
account of the mild winters in recent years, which have
threatened to curtail ice production in Massachusetts; in
fact, had it not been for the manufactured ice supply and
artificial refrigeration last summer we would undoubtedly have
experienced a serious shortage of ice similar to that of 1919.

Last year the Commission received a growing number of
complaints from individuals who had purchased or agreed
to purchase furniture and household furnishings under the
installment plan. These complaints allege misrepresentation
of goods, substitution and excessive charges. Apparently,
many people are finding it difficult to make payments on
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goods, having overbought or being oversold. While the Com-
mission was able to amicably adjust many individual cases
called to its attention, the practices of certain dealers and
collection agencies attempting to collect unpaid claims causes
it to believe that the existing laws ought to be simplified; for
example, section 28 of chapter 246 of the General Laws pro-
vides that $lO is exempt from an attachment made “for nec-
essaries” and $2O is exempt from attachment for other claims
under contract. It is evident that $lO is not sufficient to
maintain the family until the claim can be disposed of on its
merits through the court. And the practices in regard to
assignment of wages frequently result in workers losing their
jobs or being unjustly imposed upon. In the opinion of the
Commission, the growing number of troubles in connection
with installment buying and selling show that there is need
for speeding up the legal processes applying to the adjudica-
tion of these claims, as well as amending the existing laws to
insure fair and reasonable treatment for the people of mod-
erate means.

While the sundries section contains an allowance for insur-
ance, which is regarded as a form of savings, no allowance is
made for savings. Similar to the profit or loss account of a
business organization, the item- of savings is regarded as indic-
ative of the success or failure of the family group. Accord-
ing to the reports of the Bank Commissioner, savings de-
posits in savings and co-operative banks and trust companies
have shown a steady growth in the last five years, rising from
$1,829,000,000 in 1923 to $2,716,000,000 in 1928. This record
in regard to savings shows that there are many thrifty families
in Massachusetts who substitute low-priced commodities for
those that are relatively high, and otherwise economize in
making purchases.

Some families receiving a small income are able to save
regularly, while others will be constantly in debt on any in-
come, to gratify their wants and wasteful extravagant ex-
penditures. And the Commission cannot too strongly em-
phasize that no substitute can be found for thrift as the foun-
dation of success in worldly affairs, intelligent management
of expenditures being as essential to the family as to business.
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Since 1924 the Commission has been directed to study and
investigate the circumstances affecting prices of petroleum
products, and it has made several special reports on this
subject on order of the General Court.

Keen competition in the distribution of gasoline caused
prices to range from 12 to 20 cents per gallon during 1928,
with a margin of about 3 cents a gallon between prices charged
by the large distributors and prices charged by the so-called
“independent” dealers. Posted service station (retail) prices
fluctuated between 15 and 20 cents per gallon, and at one
period, when retail prices were posted at 15 cents, the posted
tank wagon (wholesale) price was 17 cents per gallon. This
is one of the peculiarities of the oil business, the posted or

iking price frequently being different from the actual sellin
price.

In previous reports the Commission has pointed out that
secret rebates and special concessions to favored customers,
unless shared with the public in the way of lower prices, would
undoubtedly create a demand for legislation to control these
practices. And in 1928 the large distributors made consid-
erable progress toward the elimination of these practices,
which are now regarded by the oil industry itself as evils
that ought to be corrected. The American Petroleum In-
stitute recently drafted and recommended a code of oil mar-
keting practices which, if accepted and followed, would do
away with many of the so-called unfair methods of compe-
tition. It would: (1) Discontinue the practice of loaning or
leasing pumps, tanks and other equipment. (2) Prohibit the
advancement of money or credit to cover payment of privi-
lege taxes or other expenses relating to the installation of
leased equipment. (3) Prohibit refiners, wholesalers, jobbers
or distributors from constructing driveways, canopies, sheds,
greasing pits, buildings or other structures; doing painting;
making improvements to existing structures or facilities;

CHAPTER IV. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
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loaning air compressors, greasing lifts or racks; and bearing
expense of construction work on premises of resellers. (4)
Prohibit the loaning of equipment to tank car buyers or dis-
tributors other than standard advertising devices. (5) Com-
pel all refiners, distributors, jobbers and wholesalers to con-
spicuously post at each point from which they make delivery
the posted prices of products, and prohibit selling below these
posted prices by means of rebates, allowances, bonuses, con-
cessions, benefits, unusual credits, script books, or any other
plan, with the exception of commercial accounts under writ-
ten contract where now in vogue.

Complaints were received by the Commission during last
year from some independent dealers relative to discrimina-
tion in fixing wholesale and refinery prices to them, claiming
that some service stations and commercial concerns were be-
ing supplied direct by large distributors at lower prices than
quoted to dealers customarily purchasing in tank car lots.
Following investigations by the Commission, this condition
appeared to be partially corrected. It is a situation that
warrants particular attention, if we are to permit the “inde-
pendent” dealers to continue in business.

Crude oil production showed a further increase during 1928,
the total new supply increasing from 2,625,000 barrels per
day in January to 2,800,000 barrels in December, indicated
production last year amounting to 976,146,000 barrels com-
pared to 950,074,000 barrels in 1927. The price of about
3 cents per gallon for 35° to 35.9° gravity Mid-continent
crude remained the same throughout the year, while the spot
price of United States Motor Gasoline at Massachusetts re-
fineries increased from 8 cents per gallon in December, 1927,
to 11| cents per gallon in December, 1928.

The problem of overproduction of crude oil seems to be
receiving considerable attention from the trade. Action has
already been taken by oil-producing organizations and gov-
ernment bureaus of certain States having oil deposits to regu-
late production in many fields and prevent an even greater
surplus of crude oil. Indicated United States production and
distribution of crude oil in the last four years are shown in
the following table;
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Crude Oil United Stales.
[ln barrels of 42 gallons.]

Y EVR Production Plus Deliveries Plus
Imports. Exports.I 1

1925 817.857,000 603,099.000

1926 826,824,000 630,611.000
1927 950,074,000 652.680,000

1928 976,146,000 j 739,333,000

Note. Does not include California consumption,

The production figures alone show a very incomplete pic-
ture of the present-day situation. Conservation of crude oil
has been materially increased both by mechanical construc-
tion of cars to increase mileage per gallon, and the develop-
ment of the cracking process in the refining of oil by which
the yield of gasoline from crude oil is substantially increased.
The average yield of gasoline from crude oil run to stills has
risen from about 19 per cent in 1916 to an estimated yield
of 40 per cent in 1928'. Both production and consumption of
gasoline increased during 1928; indicated production and con-
sumption during the last four years are herewith tabulated:

Gasoline United States.
[ln barrels of 42 gallons.]

yFAR
Production Plus Domestic Demand

Imports. Plus Exports.

1925 261.897.000 253,809,000

1926 299,488.000 299,825,000

1927 334,376,000 343.498,000
1928 380,608,000 379,356,000

Since 1921 the indicated consumption of gasoline has in-
creased over 200 per cent compared to an increase of about
135 per cent in motor registrations, which shows the remark-
able development taking place in this transportation medium.
Definite information regarding the actual consumption of gaso-
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line in Massachusetts is not available, but based on an aver-
age consumption of 500 gallons annually for each of the
891,957 motor vehicles registered, a consumption of approxi-
mately 450,000,000 gallons is indicated.

The growing demand for motor fuel is largely accounted
for by the growing use of motor vehicles, and the trade reports
show that total automobile registrations in the United States
and Massachusetts have increased about 133 per cent and
147 per cent, respectively, since 1921. Comparative figures
for the last four years are as follows:

Year. United States, i Massachusetts.

1925 19,843,936 764,338

1926 22,046,957 826,224

1927 23,302,668 828,352

1928 25,000,000 891,957

The automobile business is rated as the leading industry
of the country in value of products, with the replacement
factor alone being nearly as important as the total produc-
tion of five years ago.

Effective January 1, 1929, a sales tax of 2 cents per gallon
was imposed on practically all gasoline sold in Massachu-
setts. This method of raising funds for highway construc-
tion is followed in all States, with the exception of New York
and Illinois, the tax ranging from 2 to 6 cents per gallon.
Posted retail prices of gasoline in representative cities on
December 31, 1928, as reported by the National Petroleum
News, together with the sales tax per gallon, are given in the
following table:
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Tax (Gallon). Posted Retail Price,

Boston, Mas: $0 00 $0 18
Augusta, Me. 04

Providence, R. I 02 20

New York City 00 20

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Washington, D. C
Chicago, 111
St. Louis, Mo.
Detroit, Mich,

Omaha, Neb.
Los Angeles, Calif

In the fuel and light section the Commission has briefly
commented on kerosene prices. The other refined product
of petroleum which is the source of growing interest to house-
holders is furnace and light fuel oil for house heating. Massa-
chusetts refineries have received a large quantity of crude oil
from Venezuela and Colombia during the past year, and, as
this oil is of low gas content, it has materially increased the
local supply of burning oils. Spot market prices of furnace
oil in December at Massachusetts refineries ranged from 6 to
6| cents a gallon in tank car lots, and light fuel oil prices were
quoted at 5 cents per gallon. The price of furnace oil, 36°
to 40° gravity, to householders was the same December,
1928, as in 1927, —lO to 10J cents per gallon, while the price
of 8 to 81 cents for light fuel oil, 28° to 34° gravity, was
about 1 cent less in 1928 than in the preceding year. The oil
companies state that the price of oil for heating purposes is
determined mainly by the price of anthracite with which oil
must compete. On the other hand, it is now possible to re-
cover a high percentage of gasoline from furnace oil by the
cracking process, and if a shortage of crude oil should occur,
which is not an immediate possibility, the price of furnace
oil may also be affected by the demand for gasoline, the chief
product of the oil industry.
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Translating the cost of living index currently compiled and
published by the Commission into the purchasing power of
the dollar, it indicates that in 1928 the dollar was worth about
62i cents.

1915-Cost of Living. Dollar Worth in 192S

In other words, it shows that about $1.60 is now required
to buy a certain combination of necessaries that cost $1 before
the war.

During 1928 higher food prices were offset by slightly lower
costs in the other sections of the budget, making practically no
net change last year in the total figure, which, in a general
way, may be regarded as the fixed charge for running the
home.

Reference is frequently made to the fact that wages and
incomes have generally advanced more than the cost of com-
modities. Of course, income is fundamental in any considera-
tion of the cost of living, and during the war period, when
business and profits expanded enormously, rapidly rising com-
modity prices were usually followed by advances in wages,
salaries and other incomes.
Labor and Industries show
600,000 workers (both sexes
$569.43 in 1913 to $1,220.83
parison, it would appear that
over 100 per cent compared

Reports of the Department of
the average income of about

) of the State increased from
in 1927. From a simple corn-

since 1913 wages have advanced
to an advance of about 60 per

cent in the cost of commodities. But it should be borne in
mind that, similar to commodity prices, wages have not uni-

CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
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formly increased, and in many cases the pre-war levels were
very low.

Under the stimulus of this increased purchasing power the
somewhat nebulous thing referred to as the standard of living
has received a tremendous upward impetus. Not only have
many families been able to make essential and desirable im-
provements in their standards of living, but they have directly
contributed in no small measure to the great prosperity and
activity of business since the war.

The consumer was willing, when his income permitted, to
allow outside business enterprises to take over many of the
common household responsibilities and burdens formerly per-
formed in the home, and these new services have been fruitful
sources of profits. In this connection, however, a new and
active element of competition has been introduced into the
various lines of business supplying the necessaries of life, up-
setting customary markets, and otherwise interfering with
traditional functionings of old, established industries. It will
probably be several years before the full force of these revo-
lutionary changes in business and living habits are appreciated
and adjusted.

Business enterprises are now in closer contact with the ordi-
nary affairs of the home than ever before. It means that
careful consideration must be given by these enterprises to
the personal element represented by widely scattered con-
sumers. We find that food is stored by the trade, the con-
sumer buying daily in small lots; and the large number of
people who regularly eat in restaurants and buy bakery and
other cooked foods further testify to the basic changes that
have taken place in the kitchen. In regard to clothing, not
only have fabrics and styles changed, but the demand for
ready-made garments has made the purchase of piece goods
a rare rather than a common practice; furthermore, the
laundry company and the washing machine have taken over
a large share of this weekly household duty. The phenomenal
growth in the last few years of the sale of convenient heat
instead of simply fuel is another illustration of the changed
conditions in the operation of the home, and also of the new
competition that has developed in supplying the necessaries
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of life. New housing is constructed with many time and space
saving arrangements, reducing the number of rooms required
for family life. And the multitude of household appliances
and labor-saving devices on the market all tend to change
customary manners of living as well as adding to the cost.
In the aggregate these new services usually make the fixed
charges of maintaining the home as high or higher than the
increase of “real income” indicated by the difference between
the advance of wages and commodity prices. Thus the big
problem and responsibility of business is to continue to place
in the hands of the great mass of consumers sufficient money
to buy the products of industry, to support the complex dis-
tribution machinery, and to make the minimum living stand-
ard one that will support life in decency and health.

The Commission believes that the gravity of the existing
situation should not be underestimated. In the last few years
a large number of families have had stationary or declining
incomes and find it difficult, if not impossible, to reduce living
costs without giving up some of the conveniences, semi-lux-
uries and possibhT luxuries to which they have become ac-
customed. Incidentally, it seems that many families are
willing to sacrifice necessaries to retain certain luxuries. Al-
though prices are naturally affected by economic forces, any
readjustment downward is usually stubbornly resisted by
those groups which have attempted to stabilize prices at
existing levels, in many' cases high, to the small
consumer. This may’ tend to accentuate the maladjustment
of prices and incomes at present standards of living, which is
fundamentally the chief cause of distress and concern to those
who buy and sell things.

To lower costs and prices the Commission finds that a grow-
ing number of industries are turning to mass distribution,
which is regarded as necessary to maintain mass production.
This development has been accompanied by the growth of
chain-store systems and the consolidation of business into
large units. No one has any objection to big business as such,
especially if it reduces prices and allows others a fair oppor-
tunity to compete with it. But the public naturally asks
what assurance it has that the unscrupulous group always
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present in every business will not abuse their great potential
power. The Commission believes that the present effects
and future consequences of these new economic forces ought
to receive particular attention to insure that the reasonable
rights of business and the public are properly safeguarded.

Legislation cannot finally solve the complex problems aris-
ing from high prices and high living costs, many of which are
National in their scope rather than State. Except for certain
industries, which from the nature of the service they render
require governmental supervision, government regulation is
commonly considered as a poor substitute for private initia-
tive and competition. The recommendations of the Commis-
sion for legislation have largely been of a temporary nature
to meet temporary conditions or to perfect existing laws, its
educational and administrative activities being directed to the
correction of abuses and the relief of individual troubles occa-
sioned by the workings of economic forces without the enact-
ment of restrictive laws.

In connection with the development of installment selling
or consumer credit, the Commission believes that the laws
affecting the attachment of wages and the assignment of
wages might well be simplified.

Under the existing law $lO is exempt from attachment “for
necessaries” and $2O is exempt from attachment for other
claims. The change which has taken place in the purchasing
power of the dollar since the enactment of this law makes
$lO hardly sufficient for the family to buy essentials, pending
disposition of the claim by the court. The Commission,
therefore, recommends:

1. That section 28 of chapter 246 of the General Laws be amended
by eliminating any difference between an attachment for necessaries
and for other claims, making $2O exempt from attachment in all
cases.

In regard to the assignment of wages, the law provides that
an assignment shall be accepted by the employer when it is
given to secure a loan of money, but no such provision is made
in regard to an assignment of wages in other cases. Many
employers promptly discharge an employee without even in-
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vestigating the merits of the matter when they receive notice
of an assignment of future wages by one of their employees,
whereas if the employer had to accept the assignment before
it became valid it would undoubtedly prevent any misunder-
standing and avoid causing much hardship to workers of
moderate means. The Commission recommends:

2. That section 3 of chapter 154 of the General Laws be amended
to provide that all assignments of wages shall be governed by similar
provisions of law, as an assignment of wages to secure a loan of money,
in so far as they apply to the acceptance of the assignment by the
employer.

The Commission has continued its service as a fact-finding
and advisory agency for the public in regard to prices of the
necessaries. It has also been able to bring about prompt and
reasonable settlements of thousands of individual complaints
by interposing itself between the buyers and sellers. This
unique governmental experiment has provided an excellent
example of the effectiveness of informed public opinion.

In the opinion of the Commission readjustment of com-
modity prices, wages and living costs during the next few years
make it desirable for some State agency to continue tempo-
rarily, at least, certain of its activities beyond May 1, 1929.
Therefore it recommends:

3. That information in regard to the cost of living be currently
compiled and published by a State agency.

4. That the collection and dissemination of statistical and other
data in regard to our fuel statistics be continued.

Drafts of suggested legislation, included in Appendix V
have been filed to carry out the above recommendations.
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The Commission has used in its computation the same
percentages for food, clothing, shelter and fuel that are used
by the National Industrial Conference Board. The allocation
is as follows:

Food 43.1
Shelter 17.7
Clothing 13.2
Fuel and light
Sundries

5.6
20,4

The foregoing is the average of six authorities, as follows:

Food, j Shelter. Clothing. Sundries.I *

United States Bureau of Labor . 43.13 18.12 12.95 5.69 20.11
United States Bureau of Labor . . 45.01 12.91 14,84 4.61 22.63
United States Bureau of Labor . 43.31 12.04 15.97 4.95 23.74
United States RailroadWageCommis- 38.00 20.00 15.00 6.00 21.00

sion.
Dallas Wage Commission . . 45.01 14.51 12.57 9.11 18.80
R. C. Chapin 44.70 18.10 15.50 4.50 17.20

In making an index of living costs a list of representative
articles in common use is first chosen. Having selected the
list of articles on which the index is to be based, it is necessary
to give varying importance to them in the total, according to
the measure in which they are commonly used. Food repre-
sents a much larger expenditure than ice or fuel; and within
the list of foods a 20 per cent increase in the price of meats is
a much more serious matter than a hundred per cent increase

Appendix I.

COST OF LIVING CURVE,

STATISTICAL METHOD AND TABLES OF PROPOR
TION AND PRICES.
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in the price of pepper or salt. The proportions assigned to
the various commodities are called weights or weightings,
and an index so constructed as to recognize the varied im-
portance of different articles is called a weighted index. The
list of articles and proportionate weighting chosen by the
Commission is given in detail in Tables 1 to 5, inclusive.

Having selected the list of commodities, some particular
time must be chosen as a basis of comparison, and all prices
at that time are called base prices, represented by 100 per cent
in the scale. The Commission selected the calendar year
1913 as a base because this gave a true pre-war picture, and
because this is the base used in the widely quoted index of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly quotations have
been secured before and after the basic period, and each quo-
tation is divided by the basic quotation to give the per cent.
Monthly quotations since 1910 have been used in the case of
foods. Thus the basic, or 1913, quotation on flour was 91
cents per one-eighth barrel bag, and in January, 1915, the
price was 11.15, which, divided by the base, gave the per-
centage index on flour as 126.1 on the date mentioned. Each
quotation is in turn divided by the base price, and a table
of percentages is the result. A table is made for each com-
modity, and then the percentages are combined by the weight-
ing previously referred to. A different selection of commodi-
ties and a different selection of weightings will cause the in-
dices to be quite different. Each is a true presentation of
certain facts; no index can present all facts. In its own
studies the Commission has endeavored to choose not only
the most necessary commodities, but also to combine them in
proper weighted proportion, so that a fair presentation is
made of Massachusetts conditions.

Some idea may be had of the magnitude of work involved
in making an index when it is realized that the Commission
made over 400,000 mathematical computations in construct-
ing the index of living costs.

Food Index
The index of foods, which carries a weighting of 43.1 in the

total, is a composite based upon the selling prices of thirty-
seven articles of food. These foods in turn were assigned a
weighting which was developed by the United States Bureau
of Labor Statistics, and published in 1903 on page 650 of the
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eighteenth annual report of the Commissioner of Labor. The
Commission at first hesitated to use a scale worked out so
many years ago, and therefore studied other data to see if a
more recent allocation could be found. It was found that
during the war the United States Food Administration used
the same allocation; personal records of household expense
which the Commission found and analyzed bore out the sub-
stantial accuracy of the Bureau of Labor percentages. The
allocation follows:

Food Index.Table I. Allocation of Commodity Weightings in the
Fresh beef 1,605

242Salt beef
379Fresh hog products

Salt hog products
Other meat

361
363
301Poultry

Fish . 298
545Eggs

Milk 718
Butter
Cheese
Lard .

881
75

241
187Tea
287Coffee

Sugar 493
45Molasses

4SOFlour and meal
Bread 456
Rice 57

407Potatoes
476Other vegetables

Fruit 453
Vinegar, pickles and condiments
Other food ....

120
530

Total 10,000

in the FoodTable 2. List of Commodities in Combinatiotis include

Fresh beef:
Steak: sirloin steak, and rump steak.
Roasts and stews: chuck roast, round bee
(The above cuts are given equal weight in the item

Salt beef;
if fresh beef.)

Fancy brisket

Index.
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Fresh hog products:
Fresh pork loins

Salt hog products:
Ham.
Bacon.
Salt pork.
(The above cuts are given equal weight in the item of salt hog

products.)
Other meat:

Lamb.
Veal.
(The above are given equal weight in the item of other meat.)

Poultry:

Fowl
Fish;

Salt cod.
Fresh haddock.
(The above are given equal weight in the item of fish.)

Flour and meal:
Wheat flour.
Corn meal.
(Flour is given a weighting of 2 and corn meal 1 in the item of

flour and meal.)
Potatoes.
Other vegetables:

Onions.
Canned tomatoes
Canned peas.
Canned corn.
(The above are given equal weights in the item of other vege-

tables.)

Fruit:
Evaporated apples.
Prunes.
(The above are given equal weights in the item of fruit.)

Other food;

Dried beans
Oatmeal.
(Dried beans are given a weighting of 2 and oatmeal 1 in the item

of other food.)

Shelter Index.
The index of shelter, which carries a weighting of 17.7, is

based on rentals charged for many houses in many parts of
the Commonwealth. These ranged in 1910 from ,|l2 to $32
per month, and in December, 1919, from $l5 to $4O per month.
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1 he list includes single, two-family and three-family houses,
and middle-priced apartments, heated and unheated, but does
not include mercantile or office buildings.

Clothing Index.
The index of clothing, which carries a weighting of 13.2 in

the total budget, is derived from quotations on the following
articles. The weighting of the various articles of clothing, as
combined in the clothing index, is also shown.

The standard blue serge has been used as the basis of quo-
tations for men’s outer garments. Overcoats have varied in
weight and style, and it has been almost impossible to find a
standard for quotation. Overcoating fabric prices of uniform
weight, have, however, advanced in the same ratio as blue
serge prices, and therefore the index of the serge suit cost,
which is almost identical with the index serge fabric costs, has
been used as a basis for the suit, overcoat and trousers items.
For night garments the composite of cotton fabrics has been
used, as all cheaper cotton fabrics have advanced in nearly
the same ratio, and the quotation will therefore cover night
garments made of either Canton or domet flannels or long
cloth. In the list of women’s clothes the same index based
upon blue serge has been used for the topcoat, suit and street
dress. The items of nightgowns, underskirts, kimonos, waists,
house dresses and aprons are combined, and the average index
of cotton piece goods has been used.

Table 3. Allocation of Weightings in the Clothing Index.
Men’.

Overcoats)
Suits j-
Trousers |

Shoes
Hats
Gloves
Socks
Shirts
Collars
Underwear
Night garments

Total 84
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Women’s.
Suits 1
Topcoats }■ 27
Street dresses J
Underwear 5
Waists
Kimonos
House dresses
Aprons
Nightgowns
Underskirts
Shoes 12
Gloves 3
Hosiery 2
Corsets 4
Hats 0

Total 80

Fuel, Heat and Light Index
The index for fuel, heat and light, which carries a weight-

ing of 5.6, is based upon selling prices of coal and kerosene
throughout the State, and upon the rates for gas and elec-
tricity in the cities of Boston, Springfield, Worcester, Law-
rence, Lowell, New Bedford and Fall River.

The weightings assigned to these different commodities are
based upon a study of family expenditures, and are gauged
to cover conditions in wage-earning families throughout the
State. The weightings are as follows:

Table 4. Allocation of Wsightings in the Fuel Index.
Coal 10
Kerosene 1
Gas 2
Electricity 2

Total 15

Sundries Index.

The Commission has used substantially the same list of
commodities that is quoted in the report of the National
Industrial Conference Board (research Report No. 22). To
this has been added ice. The list, together with weightings
assigned to the different commodities, is as follows:
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Table 5. Allocation of Weightings in the Sundries Index.
Ice 15
Carfare 15
Entertainment 25
Medicine 25
Insurance 50
Church 30
Tobacco, etc. 20
Reading 10
House furnishings 45
Organizations 25

Total 260

It should be noted that no provision is made in the above
classifications for savings other than insurance.
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Table 7. Yearly Average Index Numbers of Certain Beef Cuts
1913-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Sirloin Rump Round Chuck Fancy v »

Steak Steak Steak Roast Brisket
(Pound). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound). ' ound;.

1913 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1914 109.4 106.6 103.4 109,8 105.9 105.9
1915 111,3 109.5 100.0 105.9 101.5 105.7
1916 117.4 111,8 107.7 111.8 111.8 112.7
1917 135.8 121.1 120.7 141.7 146.9 123.7
1918 166.1 143.4 151.3 175.5 198.3 148,3

1919 207.4 171.5 159.0 173.3 202.0 180.3
1920 206.3 173.7 122.0 239.0 193.9 185.7
1921 178.1 146.8 100.7 166.4 139.0 151.3
1922 170.4 142.0 100.7 126.0 127.0 147.1
1923 183.0 149.0 97.4 125.0 130.5 152.4

1924 185.2 148.8 102.8 128,2 134.9 146.8
1925 194.5 152.9 131.0 145.8 146.9 147.7
1926 190.2 146.7 123,2 150.0 147.2 152.5

1927 201.6 154.8 126.6 158.6 153.7 153.1
1928 216.9 166.6 137.9 186.5 174.0 158.4

Table 8. Yearly Average Index Numbers of Miscellaneous Meat
Cuts, 1913-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Pork Ham, Bacon, Salt iLoins Whole Whole Pork mn“' ,J owL
(Pound). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound).

1913 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
1914 108.7 101.5 100.7 103.6 102.0 103,7

1915 I 100.7 100.2 101.7 100.6 104.9 99.6
1916 | 114.2 I 111.0 102.7 107.7 114.1 112.6
1917 | 159.1 | 144.5 154.7 178.6 136.3 132.8
1918 j 196.3 J 181.0 191.6 230.4 162.3 171.3
1919 j 219.5 [ 207.9 187.9 232.8 179.8 186.3
1920 | 194.2 ] 197.7 174.2 202.8 197.3 202.4
1921 j 152.3 158.6 133.1 148.2 164.8 193.9
1922 I 140.9 154.2 123.2 134.8 182.4 171.7
1923 j 123.0 128.6 121.1 139.9 181.8 165.2
1924 122.0 129.8 117.0 140.7 179.2 167.4
1925 131.8 | 166.5 157.4 187.2 184.6 171.5:
1926 133.0 | 1,82.8 161.1 176.2 186.2 181.5
1927 118.0 j 157.6 145.8 161.0 185.2 167.4
1928 140.1 | 143.2 134.4 152.5 181.1 168.0.
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Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fresh
Creamery American Western
(Pound). (Pound). (Dozen).

100.0 100.0 100.0
89.4 100.7 101.2
91.0 99.0 97.3
95.2 105.1 112.1

119.3 126.7 143.6
141.6 136.4 179.8
168.0 168.1 200.5
186.9 153.7 215.5
140.3 130.5 158.4
130.1 129.8 149.0
149.5 149.0 144.8
138.2 143.2 147.0
141.8 149.5 157.3
133.6 153.1 147.6
136.9 155.4 134.0
140.7 160.4 143.4

Milk.
Whole

(Quart)

1913 100.0
1914 100.0

1915 100.0
1916 102.8

131.01917

1918 166.4

178.01919

192.61920

1921 162.3

140.31922

1923 151

148.61924

1925 153.7

1926 155.6

1927 157.4

1928 157.3

Table 10. Average Yearly Index Numbers of Certain Grain Products,
1913-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Flour, Wheat Bread Corn Meal Rice Rolled Oats
(bag). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound). (Pound).

1913 .... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 .... 107.8 100.0 107.4 107.4 100.0

1915 .... 128.3 100.0 103.7 100.0 102.3
1916 .... 136.5 128.9 104.9 100.0 109.1
1917 .... 196.7 138.2 165.4 119.4 109.1
1918 .... 191.8 165.3 203.7 133.3 123.2
1919 .... 210.5 173.8 184.0 136.1 139.4
1920 .... 243.0 190.1 185.2 168.5 158.6
1921 .... 182.7 156.6 128.4 92.1 161.9
1922 .... 163.3 130.9 119.1 100.0 147.1
1923 .... 147.3 133.2 129.6 98.1 168.9
1924 .... 151.0 130.7 143.8 108.8 172.5
1925 .... 173.4 137.5 161.8 120.8 178.5
1926 .... 171.4 139.1 161.2 129.2 177.9
1927 .... 155.0 131.8 156.8 114.8 171.6
1926 .... 151.0 128.6 154.9 106.5 169.1

Table 9. Yearly Average Index Numbers of Certain Dairy and
Poultry Products, 1913-1928, based on Retail Prices.
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Table 12. Average Yearly Index Numbers of Certain Vegetables,
1912-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Potatoes Onions To,^^es 9?™ eas,
(Ppck; (Pound; (Oan) (Can) (Can; Dried(Beck;. (1 ound). No 3, No. 2. No. 2. (Pound).

1913 .... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 .... 98.4 91.0 89.7 105.1 84.5 108.7
1915 .... 78.5 86.0 87.4 108.6 84.5 99.4
1916 .... 137.7 103.5 89.8 112.8 84.5 133.8
1917 .... 195.1 164.3 140.2 155.0 86.4 230.7
1918 .... 149.8 87.2 156.9 190.7 100.4 234.0
1919 .... 167.1 114.9 177.6 190.7 133.3 152.3
1920 .... 265.6 134.5 177.0 177.8 155.4 128.1
1921 .... 117.3 97.0 136.2 143.1 110.6 103.2
1922 .... 106.9 141.8 130.5 135.0 101.6 129.2
1923 .... 127.7 118.9 132.2 133.6 102.3 138.6
1924 .... 111.0 103.6 137.1 141.1 108.7 130.3
1925 .... 130.8 124.1 141.4 155.4 109.9 132.8
1926 .... 197.2 109.4 135.6 150.8 106.1 124.6
1927 .... 147.7 109.2 133.6 141.5 100.0 124.1
1928 .... 106.8 106.9 131.6 137.2 98.4 154.6

Hats. Gloves. Collars. Hosiery. Shirts.

1913 .... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 .... 100.0 101.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1915 .... 107.1 111.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.7
1916 .... 114.3 149.3 108.0 105.3 130.2 125.0
1917 .... 142.9 174.6 120.0 113.1 141.5 160.7
1918 .... 150.0 223.9 172.0 152.0 169.8 203.6
1919 .... 164.3 264.2 180.0 160.0 188.7 239.3
1920 .... 221.4 297.8 186.0 188.0 216.1 257.1
1921 .... 198.6 242.8 174.0 118.1 169.3 185.7
1922 .... 165.0 207.6 156.0 82.9 149.2 163.0
1923 .... 168.2 210.7 157.7 84.8 159.4 166.7
1924 .... 154.3 211.5 159.3 90.5 160.8 147.5
1925 .... 146.1 209.8 158.6 87.2 158.8 140.0
1926 .... 145.3 207.4 156.7 86.8 155.7 129.6
1927 .... 141.9 206.6 156.1 83.5 155.2 116.6
1928 .... 139.3 207.1 156.6 83.7 154.0 115.8

Table 13. Yearly Average Index Numbers of Certain Articles of
Men’s Furnishings, 1913-1928, based on Retail Prices,
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“ Goods* Hats * Hosiery. Corsets.

1913 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 101.0 102.2 100.0 100.0 102.5
1915 107.4 110.8 107.1 102.8 112.4
1916 114.7 125.4 114.3 104.8 122.2
1917 154.0 173.0 142.9 136.4 139.5
1918 196.4 243.2 150.0 162.1 163.0
1919 237.1 282.7 164.3 211.8 183.3
1920 281.2 352.9 221.4 334.4 195.7
1921 228.0 232.0 198.6 304.9 189.9
1922 219.4 232.5 165.0 287.3 190.3
1923 212.2 259.4 168.2 317.0 190.3
1924 217.3 256.6 154.3 330.3 183.8
1925 215.7 253.0 146.1 332.9 164.4
1926 221.3 245.3 145.3 349.1 142.0
1927 223.6 223.7 141.9 345.5 133.2
1928 217.0 223.2 139.0 358.6 124.6

Table 15. Average Yearly Index Numbers of Men's and Women’s
Shoes , 1912-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Men’s Shoes. Women’s Shoes.

100.0 100.01913

108.1 109.51914

119.9119.41915

132.9 137.81916

160.2 170.21917

184.4 1951918

229.11919

270.7 219.41920

197.51921 140.4

1922 171.7 115.9

1923 174.1 112.4

172.61924 99.9

179.71925 94.6

1926 181.4 99.5

1927 177.1 102.9

1928 175 102.6

Table 14. Average Yearly Index Numbers of Certain Articles of
Women's Clothing, 1913-1928, based on Retail Prices.
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Table 16. Average Yearly Index Numbers of Certain Elements of
Fuel and Light, 191S-1928, based on Retail Prices.

Anthracite Kerosene Gas (1,000 Electricity
(Net Ton) (Gallon). Cubic Feet). (K. W. H.).

1913 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 98.9 97.8 100.0 97.2

1915 99.2 83.0 99.5 97.2

1916 107.5 94.4 99.6 94.1

1917 123.0 103.4 100.2 92.6

1918 138.2 138.8 118.3 96.0

1919 154.3 162.1 129.3 103.6

1920 189.5 211.0 153.0 103.1

1921 197.6 180.3 173,0 101.9

1922 196.4 162.1 160.3 98.9

1923 205.3 151.5 154.5 92.5

1924 203.5 150.4 155.2 89.2

1925 ..... 206.6 163.7 154.5 86.4
214.8 191.5 154,3 82.01926

207.2 184.9 153.7 79.21927
202.9 180.8 163.3 76.81928
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Appendix 11.

Table 1. Anthracite Coal—Total Production, New England Re-
ceipts, Exports, Imports.

[Net tons.]

, . New England Total Total
Production. Receipts. Exports. Imports.

1916 87,578,000 10,715,000 4,660,000 6,000

m 7 99.612,000 11,680,000 6,058,000 13,000

1918 98,826,000 13,621,000 4,970,000 37,000

1919 88,092,000 10,578,000 4,982,000 83,000

1920 89,598,000 11,255,000 5,294,000 32,000

1921 90,473,000 11,374,000 4,681,000 9,000

1922 54,683,000 6,471,000 2,649,000 233,000

1923 93,339,000 12,184,000 5,090,000 300,000

1924 87,927,000 10,611,000 4,035,000 116,000

1925 63,839,000 8.280,000 3,182,000 387,000

1920 85.454,000 10,612,000 4,031,000 814,000

!9 27 80,647,000 9,146,000 3,340,000 126,000

1928 76,746,000 9,376,000 3,347,000 384,000

Table 2. Bituminous Coal Total Production, New England Re-
ceipts, Exports, Imports.

FUEL STATISTICS.

New England Total Total
Production. Receipts. Exports. Imports.

1918 602,520,000 24,122,000 21,259,000 1,714,000

1917 551,791,000 23,504,000 24,043,000 1,414,000

1918 579,386,000 27,171,000 22,349,000 1,457,000

1919 465,860,000 18,182,000 20,127,000 1,012,000

1920 ' 568,667,000 22,434,000 38,517,000 1,276,000

1921 415,922,000 17,188,000 23,140,000 1,258,000
1922 422,268,000 18,807,000 13,065,000 5,060,000

1923 564,565,000 23,684,000 20,454,000 1,882,000

1924 483,687,000 18,877,000 17,082,000 428,000

1925 520,053,000 21,313,000 17,459,000 698,000

1926 578,290,000 21,067,000 35,300,000 632,000

1927 520,681,000 22,426,000 18,025,000 606,000
1928 493,252,000 19,652,000 16,439,000 677,000
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Table 3. New England Tidewater Anthracite Receipts by States.
New Massa- Rhode Connect- T. ,

chusetts. Island. icut. lotai,Maine. Hamp-
shire.

2.518.000 652,000 1,504,000 5,228,000

2.222.000 555,000 1,165,000 4,421,000
1.908.000 562,000 1,226,000 4,117,000

1.730.000 441,000 843,000 3,310,000
2.015.000 450,000 743,000 3,521,000
1.966.000 518,000 773,000 3,695,000

1.066.000 280,000 496,000 2,060,000

2.216.000 511,000 891,000 4,082,000

1.780.000 392,000 737,000 3,325,000
1.248.000 431,000 518,000 2,544,000

1.651.000 371,000 659,000 3,079,000

1.220.000 311,000 615,000 2,421,000

1.373.000 301,000 528,000 2,442,000

1916 .... 513,000 41,000

1917 ....
432,000 47,000

1918 .... 399,000 22,000

13,0001919 .... 283,000

6,0001920 ....
307,000

24,0001921 .... 414,000

1922 ....
208,000 10,000

1923 ....
437,000 27,000

1924
....

387,000 29,000

22,0001925
....

325,000

1926 . . . 373,000 25,000

33,0001927
....

242,000

35,0001928 .... 205,000

Table 4. New England Tidewater Bituminous Coal Receipts by
States.

New
Maine, Hamp- “ Connect- Total,

1.816.000 126,000 7,782,000 2,221,000 2,248,000 14,193,000

1.795.000 126,000 6,734,000 2,030,000 2,008,000 12,693,000
2.363.000 126,000 8,638,000 2,344,000 2,586,000 16,057,000

1.497.000 43,000 4,306,000 1,147,000 1,534,000 8,527,000
1.744.000 109,000 4,926,000 1,457,000 1,975,000 10,211,000
1.778.000 48,000 4,794,000 972,000 022,000 8,814,000
1.977.000 106,000 7,626,000 1,670,000 1,616,000 12,995,000
2.511.000 136,000 7,432,000 1,714,000 2,257,000 14,050,000
1.949.000 132,000 7,012,000 1,292,000 1,507,000 11,892,000
2.094.000 201,000 7,587,000 1,977,000 1,698,000 13,557,000
2.172.000 198,000 7,539,000 1,597,000 1,536,000 13,042,000
2.482.000 274,000 8,710,000 1,979,000 1,749,000 15,194,000
2.016.000 172,000 7,633,000 1,675,000 1,683,000 13,178,000

1916

1917

1918

1919
1920

1921

1922

1923

1924
1925

1926

1927

1928
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Table 5. New England All-Rail Anthracite Coal Receipts by Roads

e xr^° Boston Boston p , , Central
New Rutland. Total.

Hartford. Maine* Yermont - England.

2,596,000 1,416,000 1,140,000 18,000 150,000 167,000 5,487,0001916
9,000 2,633,000 1,288,000 27,000 142,000 210,000 7,259,0001917

3,796,000 3,634,000 1,565,000 111,000 183,000 215,000 9,504,0001918

3.035.000 2,733,000 1,113,000 103,000 129,000 155,000 7,268,000

2.660.000 3,067,000 1,629,000 149,000 121,000 178,000 7,804,000

1919

1920

3,187,000 2,640,000 1,383,000 124,000 130,000 145,000 7,609,0001921

,000 63,000 82,000 4,411,0001922 . . 1,853,000 1,651

3,364,000 3,033,000 1,290,000 131,000 127,000 157,000 8,102,0001921

1924 . . 3,184,000 2,551,000 1,132,000 115,000 160,000 144,000 7,286,000

000 2,037,000 795,000 100,000 93,000 119,000 5,736,0001925

,000 119,000 113,000 124,000 7,533,0001926 3,648,000 2,516,000 1,01;

115,000 6,725,0003,441,000 2,194,000 884,000 91,0001927

1928 . . 3,575,000 2,306,000 827,000 109,000 -i 117,000 6,934,000

1 Combined with New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Table 6. New England All-Rail Bituminous Coal Receipts by Roads,

Ne-l ork ' Boston Boston p , i Central
& & Central New Rutland Total

Hartford. Maine ‘ Verm °nt- England.

1916 000 3,371,000 2,732,000 58,000 456,000 360,000 9,929,000

1917 3,546,000 3,742,000 2,873, ,000 66,000 265,000 319,000 10,811,000

1918 4,499,000 3,205,000 2,714,000 251,000 191,000 254,000 11,114,000

1919 4,154,000 2,999,000 1 307,000 166,000 231,000 9,655,000

1920 4,995,000 4,178,000 2,404,0 )0 311,000 169,000 166,000 12,223,000

1921 4,191,000 2,057,000 1,582,000 272,000 89,000 183,000 8,374,000

1922 .000 1,208,000 1,072,000 227,000 78,000 171,000 5,812,000
,000 2,427,000 2,123,000 343,000 167,000 305,000 9,634,0001923 3,000 343,000 167,000 305,000 9,634,000

1924 3.739.000 1,331,000 1,276,000 254,000 169,000 216,000 6,985,000

4.139.000 1,625.000 1,260,000 333,000 154,000 245,000 7,756,0001925

1926 4,445,000 1,386,000 1,505,000 336,000 145,000 228,000 8,045,000

1927 . . 4,340,000 1,189,000 1,219,000 252,000 -i 232,000 7,232,000

1828 . . 3.886,000 992,000 1,077,000 262,000 -i 266,000 6,473,000

Combined with New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
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Tabus 7. New England All-Rail Movement of Coal as shown by
Number of Cars of Coal Passing East through the Gateways.

[Daily Average.]

Anthracite, Commercial Bituminous.

Yeas. New
Boston& Boston &

Maine, Albany.

New
-,+ql Boston & Boston & ,

,

Maine. Albany, Ha
N-

&

Total,T
Hartford. Hartford

169 74 207 450 87 66 125 278
109 39 124 272 57 52 100 209
186 75 217 478 97 105 129 331
161 60 205 426 52 49 108 209
126 46 167 339 j 77 61 135 273
168 57 234 459 78 68 148 294
140 50 210 400 74 62 135 271
137 47 245 429 I 68 49 108 225

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

Table 8. Deliveries of Domestic-sized Anthracite for Last Eight Coal
Years The Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Coal Year, April 1 to March 31. Net Tons.

1921- 5.243,415

1922- 4,109,986

1923- 5,132,984
1924- • * 5,114,515

!■■■ i'K pf-
-192- 4,243,872

1926- 5,087,360
1927- 4,744,324

1928- (8 months) 3,221,867

Population, 1920 (United States Census), 3,852,356.
Population, 1925 (Massachusetts Census), 4,144,205,
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Table 9. Deliveries of Domestic-sized Anthracite for Last Eight Coal
Years Boston District.

Coax Year, April 1 to March 31. Net Tons.

1921- 2,238,631

1922- 1,725,464

1923- 2,127,263

1924- 2,053,412

1925- 1,716,891

1926- 2,016,820

1927- 1,890,531
1928- (8 months) 1,319,162

Population, 1920 (United States Census), 1,376,703.
Population, 1925 (Massachusetts Census), 1,490,919.

Table 10. Population, Number of Dealers and Their Deliveries of
Domestic-sized Anthracite for Certain Representative Municipalities
of Massachusetts.

Deliveries (Net Tons).

Citt OR Town.
Dealers. 1927-1928 f/p„„| Vpnrl <8 Months Of(Coal Year). Coal Year).

' i '

Boston District l . . 1,490,919 | 127 1,890,531 1,319,162

Adams 13,525 5 13,839 9,206

Amherst 5,972 4 9,241 5,745

Brockton 65,343 15 I 47,302 28,424

Fall Elver 128,993 9 [ 76,470 52,522

Fitchburg 43,609 7 41,851 23,975
Gloucester 23,375 5 37,721 20,182

Greenfield 15,246 4 22,714 15,036
Haverhill 49,232 19 63,376 40,186
Holyoke 60,335 6 63,960 38,977
Lawrence 93,527 26 90,279 67,617

Leominster .... 22,120 7 22,479 13,976
Lowell 110,296 22 76,979 56,245

1 Boston district includes the following municipal] on, Belmont, Boston
Proper, Brighton, Brookline, Cambridge, Charlestown, Chelsea, Dorchester, East Boston,
Everett, Hyde Park, JamaicaPlain, Malden, Mattapan, Medford, Melrose, Milton, Nepon-
set, Newton, Quincy, Readville, Revere, Roslindale, Roxbury, Somerville, South Boston,
Watertown and Winthrop.
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Table 10. Population, Number of Dealers and Their Deliveries of
Domestic-sized Anthracite for Certain Representative Municipalities
of Massachusetts Concluded.

Deliveries (Net Tons),

City or Town.
De°[ 1927_1928

(Coal Yparl (8 Monthsof(Uoai iear;. Coal Year).

Lynn 103,081 11 113,405 68,567

New Bedford .... 119,539 10 143,285 92,338

Newburyport .... 15,656 5 24,650 15,132

North Adams .... 22,717 9 23,363 16,591

Northampton ....
24,145 8 38,053 24,743

Norwood 14,151 6 21,544 16,218

Peabody 19,870 8 \ 32,795 20,648
Pittsfield 46,877 10 62,745 42.534
Salem 42,821 17 75,623 52,174

Springfield .... 142,065 22 206,836 127,123
Taunton 39,255 4 36,222 24,432

Waltham 34,746 . 4 48,690 31,652
Westfield 19,342 4 22,808 11,227

Woburn 18,370 7 29,586 19,773
Worcester 190,757 21 224,331 155,423

Table 11. Prices of Domestic-sized Anthracite charged by Large
Company Shippers, F. 0. B. Mines (per Gross Ton of Pounds).

April, 1928. December, 1928.

Egg. Stove. C
n
h®t' Pea. Egg. Stove. C

n
h“t‘ Pea.

Hudson Coal Company . $8 25 S 8 60 S 8 25 $5 00 $8 75 S 9 25 $8 75 $5 00
Philadelphia & Reading Coal 825 860 825 500 875 925 875 600

and Iron Company.
Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal 825 860 825 500 875 925 875 500

Company.
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Com- 825 860 825 500 875 925 875 500

pany.
Lehigh Coal and Navigation 825 860 825 500 875 925 875 500

Company.
M. A. Hanna Company . 850 860 825 500 875 925 875 500
Delaware, Lackawanna & West- 825 860 825 500 875 925 875 500

ern Coal Company.

Note. Independent spot prices were similar to company prices for these months.
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Table 12. Freight Tariffs per Gross Ton and Average Retail Prices 1

per Net Ton delivered on Domestic-sized Anthracite for Certain Rep-
resentative Municipalities of Massachusetts.

1928.
Delaware

& Hudson,
Philadel- April. D; 'EMBER.
phia &

Reading,
Stove. Pea. Stove. Pea,Itove.

$3 78 $l5 50
4 41 15 00

Adams $l2 50 $l5 50 $l2 00
Amherst 12 25 15 21 11 75

Brockton 4 54 16 75 17 0013 00 13 50

4 16 16 00Fall River 12 00 16 50 13 00

Fitchburg 4 79 16 75 13 75 17 50 14 50

Framingham 4 54 16 25 12 50
4 54 16 00 12 50

16 75 13 00
Gloucester 16 50 13 00

Greenfield 4 16 15 75 12 50 16 00 12 25
Haverhill 4 91 16 00 13 00 16 00 13 00
Holyoke 4 16 15 00 11 50 15 50 11 50

Lawrence 4 91 15 50 13 00 16 50 13 00
Leominster 4 79 16 50 13 00 17 00 13 50

Lowell 4 91 15 50 12 50 17 00 13 00

Lynn 4 28 15 75 12 75 16 25 13 25
New Bedford 4 16 15 00

4 28 16 00
3 78 15 00

11 50 15 50 12 00

Newburyport

North Adams
12 50 15 7i 12 50

12 00 15 50 i 3 00

Northampton

Norwood .

4 16 15 75 12 00 16 25 12 2i

4 54 16 25 13 00 16 50 13 00

Peabody 4 28 15 75 12 75 16 25 13 25

Pittsfield 3 78 14 60 12 50
4 28 15 75 12 75

15 00 11 50
Salem 16 25 13 25

Springfield
... 4 03-4 16 15 50 11 76 16 00 12 35

Taunton 4 40 15 75 12 00 16 25 12 50

Waltham .... 4 54 15 75 12 50 16 25 13 00

Westfield 4 03 15 75 12 25 16 25 12 75

Woburn .... 454 15 50 12 25 16 25 12 71
Worcester .... 4 41 16 00 12 00 16 75 12 75

Boston 4 28-4 54 15 75 12 50 16 25 12 50
Suburbs 4 28-4 64 15 75-16 00 12 75 16 25-16 50 12 50-12

Freight tariffs from mines to tidewater by Philadelphia & Reading:Tsl SO* Rlchmond (Philadelphia) for transshipment to Boston, $2.09. Barge rate, about
Tratefabout sl.' J' <NeW Y°rk City Harbor> for transshipment to Boston, $2.39. Barge

25 t^jScents per ton.
unßorm municipality as formerly, retail prices varying from
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Appendix 111.

MASSACHUSETTS.
May 16, 1928.

From the recent survey of the Commission, it estimates
that about $1,000,000 was spent for heating the homes of
Massachusetts last winter. This sum does not include the
cost of wood used in rural sections and in mild weather, or
gas and electricity for cooking. It finds that many coal deal-
ers now carry an assortment of fuels, including American and
foreign anthracite and briquettes, bituminous coal and coke,
with a few dealers handling oil.

A general picture of the relative importance of the different
domestic fuels in the last two coal years is given below:

Coal Year, April, Coal Year, April,
1926, to April, 1927. 1927, to April, 1928.

Anthracite, domestic sizes (tons) ....
5,088,000 4,727,000

Anthracite, buckwheat sizes (tons) . . . 150,000 185,000
Briquettes, ©voids, etc. (tons) .... 125,000 190,000

Bituminous coal (tons) ...... 600,000 630,000

Coke (tons) ........ 475,000 525,000
Gas heaters, central plants (homes) . . . 1,050 1,740

Oil, furnace and light fuel (gallons) . . . 48,000,000 65,000,000

Retail prices last season ranged from about $7.50 to $8 for
run-of-mine bituminous coal; about $9 for buckwheat sizes
of anthracite; from $12.50 to $14.50 for coke and briquettes;
and from $15.50 to $l6 for the larger sizes of anthracite; the
cost of using the fluid or convenient fuels, oil and gas, was
comparatively higher.

In addition to the selection of a fuel suitable for use in a

particular heater, it is evident that the fuel bill is directly

MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS.

SUMMARY OF FUEL USED FOR HEATING HOMES IN
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affected by the quantity of heat units purchased and their
conversion value into heat for the home. While it is true
that the householder is mainly responsible for the efficient
and economical utilization of these heat units, the regular
supervision of oil and gas burners by expert engineers em-
phasizes the fact that the trend is towards the sale of heat
rather than fuel alone. This means that the fuel dealers, as
purchasing agents of consumers, will be relied upon to an

increasing extent for practical advice in regard to the com-
bustion of the various fuels in the different heating apparatus.

CHARLES H. ADAMS,
Chairman,

WILLIAM A. KNEELAND,
SUSAN W. FITZGERALD,

Commissioners.

June 5, 1928.

Acting upon the request of a member of the General Court
from Worcester, this Commission has made an investigation
to ascertain the reason for the recent rise in the retail price
of ice in Worcester from 50 to 60 cents per cwt. The ice
dealers were requested to submit figures showing cost of har-
vesting, quantity of ice carried over and harvested last win-
ter, wages paid for harvesting and delivering, and other facts
that would explain and justify the 20 per cent advance in
the retail price of ice, and to secure additional information
concerning local conditions an investigator visited Worcester.
The Commission submits the following report:

On May 1 the largest ice company, the Walker Coal and
Ice Company, advanced their retail price of ice from 50 to
60 cents per cwt. An associated company, the Pure Ice Com-

No change was made in whole-
-30 to 40 cents per cwt. For the

pany, made a similar advance,
sale prices, which range from
so-called “cash and carry” ice
or stations, the price was re
cwt. It is interesting to note

, that is, ice bought at the house
iuced from 35 to 30 cents per
however, that certain ice deal-

ers in Worcester, such as the Independent Ice Company,
Tatnuck Ice Company, Lakeview Ice Company, and some
smaller dealers and pedlars, did not raise the price, selling ice
at the same rate as last year, 50 cents per cwt.

RELATIVE TO THE PRICE OF ICE IN WORCESTER
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The reasons given for the increase in price by the large
dealer may be summarized as due to the poor harvest of last
winter, the added expense and waste of handling thin ice, the
necessity of buying higher-cost railroad ice to supplement
the local supply, and the expense of maintaining their stand-
ard of delivery service.

No increase was made in wholesale prices on account of
the possible stimulus it would offer the development of arti-
ficial refrigeration. The dealers stated, however, that arti-
ficial refrigeration for the home is too expensive at the pres-
ent time to represent a serious competitor in the household
field, even with the price of ice at 60 cents per cwt. It is
evident that all additional costs have been included in the
price charged small consumers, who are least able to protect
themselves by exercising discrimination in the selection of
refrigeration.

From reports received by the Commission applying to the
production of over 100,000 tons last winter, labor and other
expenses of harvesting or producing ice ranged from about
40 cents per ton to 82 cents per ton. The Worcester cold
storage company now manufactures about 50 tons of ice daily,
which is sold exclusively by the Pure Ice Company, and it
has started the construction of an additional ice-making plant
with a capacity of 50 tons a day that is expected to be in
operation about the first of August. Normally, an adequate
supply of ice for Worcester is harvested from near-by ponds,
but this year it is estimated that about one-third of the sup-
ply will be so-called railroad ice. The cost of this outside
ice depends on the price paid and freight rate to Worcester,
plus additional shrinkage and handling charges, which will
make the total cost of ice in Worcester higher this season
than last year.

Comparing the cost of ice with the retail price, however,
it is clearly evident that the cost of ice is but a comparatively
small factor in the retail price. In the case of ice harvested
locally, the service rendered by the dealers, that is, storing,
handling and delivering ice, represents over 90 per cent of
the retail price. It is evident that the dealers charge more
for delivery service than for ice. The delivery zones in Worces-
ter range from 2to 5 miles, with a few longer routes. About
100 teams or trucks are employed in the delivery of ice. It
is reported that team delivery is more economical than trucks
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for short hauls, but trucks speed up the delivery service.
Wages paid drivers range from $2B to $3l; helpers $24 to $2B,
and house men $26 to $3O per week. In explanation of the
advance in prices the special service rendered consumers was
strongly emphasized. All dealers reported that their routes
are covered by competitors, and that in Worcester the terri-
tory is not apportioned among different dealers.

The following extract of a letter received from a Worcester
company, which did not raise its price, summarizes the situ-
ation:

We think that ice ought to sell every year for 60 cents per cwt.,
owing to the increased cost of everything we use in the business. But,
of course, as you stated in your letter, that it was a bad time owing
to the fact that every kind of business is not what it ought to be, and
it might work out a hardship for the poor; on the other hand, that
kind of trade, as we find it, is not complaining. If you figure it out
that there was about one hundred and twenty days in the year that
you can sell ice readily, and that the average amount of ice used by
that class of trade would be very small, less than $lO per season, we
have taken some of those short season routes and kept track of the
cost of delivering, and found that it would cost us over 10 cents for
each delivery, and as the most deliveries in those sections are 30
pounds, or 15 cents, you can readily see that we do not make any
money at all on that class of trade. And as we do not take our hats
off to any mechanical refrigeration, we will admit that it is changing
a great amount of our business from wholesale to retail.

Since the war (1913) the average increase in retail prices
of necessaries of life has been about 60 per cent; at 50 cents
per cwt. the retail price of ice is up about 100 per cent. Adding
another 20 per cent to the small consumer, however, at a
time when wages and incomes are stationary or declining,
represents a material item of expense directly affecting the
health and standard of living of many families.

Depending largely upon the weather for both the supply
and consumption of ice,, the ice business is hazardous and
somewhat uncertain. It is customary to fix the summer price
of ice high enough to include any loss in the winter to those
companies which maintain regular service and carry a large
number of employees during the entire year. In other words,
those who from necessity use ice in the summer must pay
for the deficit incurred in supplying ice in the winter, which
is regarded as a luxury. Therefore the further addition of
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$2 a ton to the retail price of ice only, seems to be unjust
discrimination against many small consumers.

The Commission finds that there is no danger of an ice
famine in Worcester this summer, as the supply of natural
ice at northern points is apparently adequate to make up any
existing deficit, including the loss of some 30,000 tons by fire
during May.

The Commission finds that the largest ice company in
Worcester decided to prevent a possible loss this season by
adding 20 per cent to its retail price. This threatened loss
was caused by conditions last winter and the anticipated
situation this summer. Furthermore, there seems to be a
general movement to raise retail ice prices in various cities
to the same level, irrespective of costs and other conditions.
Fortunately, Worcester has certain local dealers who are able
and willing to sell ice at 50 cents per cwt. This spirit of serv-
ice is commendable, as too frequently the price umbrella of
the large company sets a uniform price and stifles open com-
petition. In the absence of government control the consumer
is dependent upon competition to insure fair prices and treat-
ment; open competition also makes for the healthy develop-
ment of business.

The aim of modern business is to provide lower instead of
higher price levels. The establishment of “cash and carry”
stations provides partial relief, but it is difficult if not im-
possible for many consumers to carry ice home themselves.
The Commission believes that the ice dealers serving Worces-
ter, who have increased the retail price 20 per cent, should
be able to apportion their costs of doing business so that
prices need not be increased to the small householders during
the hot weather.

CHARLES H, ADAMS,
Chairman,

WILLIAM A. KNEELAND,
SUSAN W. FITZGERALD,

Commissioners.
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June 26, 1
Conclusions

This cost of living survey has nothing to do with high
prices; it is simply a comparison of price levels in April. The
Commission finds only a small difference in the cost of a com-
bination of necessaries of life in Haverhill compared with the
average for Massachusetts (April cost of living index). Unit
prices of some commodities are higher in Haverhill than the
average for the State, while prices of other goods and services
are lower. The survey indicates that in Haverhill the food
dollar is worth 99\ cents; the clothing dollar, 99| cents; the
shelter dollar, 51.07; the fuel and light dollar, 51.03; and
the sundries dollar, SI. Combining these elements according
to weightings given in the typical budget, it appears that
99 cents spent in Haverhill would buy a similar amount of
goods and services, considered collectively, as could be pur-
chased with SI in the average of the State.

In recent years the great mass of people, who had an income
in excess of bare needs, spent most of it to better their living
conditions. Considering the type of people in Haverhill, the
relationship between population and ownership of homes, gas
and electric installations, telephone connections, automobile
registrations and incomes, the Commission finds that a rela-
tively high average standard of living has been attained in
that city. This means that more income is required in Haver-
hill to maintain the present manner of living than in munici-
palities having a lower average standard of living.

It is a well-established economic fact that those who profit
by production add to the wealth of others as well as them-
selves. The manufacturing industries of Haverhill, accord-
ing to the State Department of Labor and Industries, pro-
duced in 1926 products valued at $56,988,895; the value of
stock and materials used in the manufacture was $29,242,240,
and the difference between these amounts ($27,746,655) repre-
sents the value added by the various manufacturing processes.
The number of manufacturing establishments in operation
in the city of Haverhill in that year was 361, representing
a capital investment of $24,025,541. Some 11,917 workers
shared in wages totaling $14,712,306 of the value added by

EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF HAVERHILL SURVEY
OF RETAIL PRICES AND LIVING COSTS.
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manufacture. Therefore the wealth and prosperity of Haver-
hill are largely dependent on the benefits derived from the
manufacture of raw into finished products, especially shoes.

The “cost of living” is frequently referred to as the largest
single item in the cost of manufacturing goods, as wages paid
labor largely go to support the family. Lower living costs will
not only benefit the industries, but they will aid the people
to live according to present standards, despite lower wage
scales caused by economic conditions in the shoe industry.
Instead of complacently regarding with self-satisfaction the
fact that the commodity cost of living in Haverhill favorably
compares with the average for the State, the Commission
believes that the merchants ought to constantly strive to
bring about lower prices.

Under our system of trade the buyer is expected to exer-
cise intelligent discrimination in making purchases, and com-
petition is depended upon to establish reasonable prices. From
reports received by the Commission it appears that many
consumers of Haverhill are “shopping around” locally and in
near-by cities, the merchants of which are actively soliciting
trade. Furthermore, a large number of Haverhill residents
work outside the city, and Boston newspapers are commonly
sold in Haverhill, which inform consumers of prices and
values in other cities. Therefore the nearness of Boston and
other large cities to Haverhill directly influences its prices and
trade. Statements made to the Commission that prices were
higher in Haverhill than in adjacent cities were found to refer
to conditions a year or more ago, or to what may be regarded
as special articles. Excluding specialties and bargain sales,
the Commission finds that retail prices of staple goods in
Haverhill are quite similar to prices in near-by cities.

In preceding sections of the report, the Commission has
especially emphasized the advantages to Haverhill of pro-
ducing in season a larger share of its food supply. The local
municipal ordinance requiring that milk be produced within
a thirty-mile radius ought to aid such a development, as live
stock is the backbone of agriculture. The Commission also
discussed what seems to it to be a splendid opportunity for
the merchants and manufacturers to advertise the shoe-mak-
ing ability and prestige of Haverhill by selling Haverhill-made
shoes direct to consumers at reasonable prices. Incidentally,
such a plan should attract thousands of prospective pur-
chasers to Haverhill.
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In conclusion, the shoe record of Haverhill justifies the
opinion that it possesses the plants, machinery, money and
brains to manufacture shoes in competition with the world.
It is a highly organized city, with numerous strong combina-
tions representing industrial, labor, commercial, civic, social
and other lines of endeavor. The advantages which may be
achieved by joining in reciprocal relations and duties are fully
appreciated and practiced. It should be borne in mind, how-
ever, that personal leadership and not mere organization,
which sometimes encourages inertia and retards progress to
the pace of the average member, is largely responsible for the
pre-eminent industrial position of Massachusetts. The stand-
ing of any organization in public opinion depends upon the
actions of its leaders and its ability to exercise intelligent
selfishness. Whatever methods may be adopted to promote
the progress and prosperity of Haverhill must lie in the direc-
tion of more and more manufacturing activities and low living
costs. Therefore the Commission believes that leaders in all
the various organizations, individually as well as collectively,
ought to study and investigate the serious problems con-
fronting Haverhill, and systematically co-operate in working
out their solution for the common good.

July 31, 1928.

Conclusions.
This survey indicates that approximately 96| cents would

buy in Lowell the same quantity of similar goods and services
in May as could be purchased for $l, according to the “May
cost of living index” for the State. In so far as possible, the
same grade of goods and type of services were selected, and
the sources of information confined to the city of Lowell, which
is also the chief shopping center for a large population living in
near-by communities.

In the different sections of the typical budget, food, cloth-
ing and shelter costs in Lowell were lower, while fuel and
light were higher than the average. In other words, consid-
ering the average for each element as $l, it required 99
cents for food, 96 cents for clothing, 87 cents for shelter, $1.03
for fuel and light, and $1 for sundries in Lowell.

EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF LOWELL SURVEY OF
RETAIL PRICES AND LIVING COSTS.
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Income is fundamental in any consideration of the cost of
living. During the so-called war period, when manufacturing
expanded enormously, rapidly rising commodity prices were
generally accompanied or followed by advancing wages, sala-
ries and other incomes. The average income of the workers
in Lowell increased from 1468.39 in 1913 to 11,171.50 in 1920,
and the great mass of people spent a considerable part of their
increased incomes to make desirable improvements in their
standards of living. This brought great prosperity to busi-
ness. Now the situation is changing. The so-called war boom
has passed, and chronic conditions in the textile industry have
further complicated industrial readjustment in Lowell, and
lower incomes with practically stationary prices are the cause
of distress and much concern to many families. It is sig-
nificant to note, however, that the average income in 1927,
about $989, was more than twice that of 1913. The Com-
mission finds that the people of Lowell are frankly facing the
facts, and that various interests are energetically seeking to
readjust or rehabilitate the industries affected. It is espe-
cially impressed with the remarkable ability shown by many
families in Lowell to take care of themselves in the face of
the very trying temporary conditions.

Summarizing some of the observations made in the body
of its report, the Commission finds

That many families in the so-called Lowell district have moved
from the congested quarters of the city to the suburbs. While the
city of Lowell itself has declined in population, the surrounding com-
munities have gained, making Lowell a larger trading center than
heretofore. This trade has been stimulated by excellent stores with
ample stocks, by highly developed modem methods of merchandis-
ing, and by the ability of the merchants to meet price competition.

That the creation of new wealth from manufacture shows a steady
gain during recent years in the industries outside the textile groups.
Thus the chief cause of concern is centered around cotton manu-
facturing.

That despite the fact that over one-half the workers employed in
the cotton mills and associated industries receive only about one-
third of the total wages (1926 report), and more recently further
reduced by wage reductions, part-time employment and closed mills,
the great mass of industrial workers remain loyal to this section in
which they are accustomed to five and work. They appear to be
patiently waiting for new management to utilize the idle manufac-
turing space available at very low cost.
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That the local production of food products in the Lowell district is
developed to a greater extent than in many other urban centers.
It is, however, far behind the demands of near-by markets. During
the readjustment of manufacturing activities the greater develop-
ment of local agriculture offers many opportunities to reduce the food
bill and increase the circulation of money locally.

That the sale of more Lowell-made goods in this city would ad-
vertise the products and enhance the prestige of the city. Further-
more, it may be possible to capitalize the natural ability and skill
of many Lowell workers by manufacturing clothing articles as well
as cloth.

That the movement from the tenement districts to small houses
in the surrounding country enables many families of moderate means
to cut their rent bill and other living costs. This movement, to-
gether with the industrial situation and the absence of new immi-
grants to occupy the idle tenement property, seriously complicates
taxation and other governmental problems. It calls for intelligent
personal leadership of the highest type.

That the steady growth of savings and high per capita deposits
indicates the people of Lowell are very successful in the manage-
ment of family expenditures. They are prudent and thrifty house-
keepers, whose actual cost of living is even less than that indicated
by this survey.

To enable their people to live more comfortably, com-
pletely and healthfully, every city seeks industries paying
high wages rather than those industries paying low wages.
The chief industry of Lowell manufacture of cotton has
always been regarded as a low-wage industry, where it is
customary for several members of the family to work in the
mills. Those mills that were unable or unwilling to change
their methods and products to meet constantly changing con-
ditions have been obliged to liquidate. Their plants, water
power and other manufacturing facilities may be had at a
small fraction of present-day replacement costs. The most
important thing, however, is the human element. Its cus-
tomary ways of living and working have a lot to do with the
permanent location of an industry. For more than one hun-
dred years the successful manufacture of textiles has been
performed by Lowell workers. They understand the special
problems and intricate details of this industry. If the man-
agement is at fault it can be changed. If distribution is waste-
ful and expensive it can be remedied. But the workers are
usually opposed to leaving the section where their families,
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friends and other personal interests are centered. This tends
to make decentralization somewhat of an experiment rather
than an easily accomplished economic movement about which
there is so much talk. Derogatory propaganda concerning
the manufacture of cotton in the North has been broadcast,
some of which appears to be directly connected with the pro-
motion of new southern mills. Improvements in machinery
and the greater use of mechanical power have reduced the
amount of floor space needed and the man-power required to
supply the present demand for textiles. The tariff has not
stopped the flow of foreign goods into our markets. For-
merly, the imported textiles were of the luxury grades; now
a considerable quantity of these imports may be classified as
necessaries. Rapid changes in styles of clothing and the grow-
ing use of competing fabrics have also contributed to the
chaotic condition in the cotton industry. These and other
factors have accentuated overproduction, reduced customary
consumption, and created other serious problems. However,
from the fact that the great mass of mill workers continue
to live in or near Lowell, it is evident that they expect this
industry to remain firmly rooted in that city for many years
to come.

In conclusion, the Commission finds that Lowell possesses
a strategic location, plentiful supply of non-migratory skilled
workers, exceedingly low-cost manufacturing facilities, living
costs below the average, ample housing for thousands of fami-
lies, and other industrial and economic advantages. It is
convinced that at the present time there are a large number
of profitable opportunities in Lowell awaiting development
by manufacturers and merchants. Many new concerns have
recently been established in Lowell through the efforts of
various individuals and groups interested in its welfare. How-
ever, it is evident from the pessimistic local comments that
many Lowell people have not a clear conception of actual
conditions. This may be due to the fact that there is but
little authentic information readily available to any one con-
cerning the real situation in Lowell. Therefore the Commis-
sion believes that the compilation and issuance of a brief
report by local authorities in regard to the industrial and
economic advantages of Lowell, with a summary of the idle
plant space awaiting development, would help prospective
manufacturers appreciate the profitable opportunities that
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appear to be offered, give the people of Lowell a better
understanding of its situation, and hasten its sound develop-
ment.

During the first four months of the coal year (April 1 to
August 1, 1928) deliveries of domestic-sized anthracite by
the dealers in Massachusetts were about 183,000 tons less
than in the same period last year. Comparative figures
follow:

to Householders.Indicated Deliveri
1,316,155
1,499,226

April 1 to August 1, 1928
April 1 to August 1, 1927
Total deliveries in the last coal year, April 1, 1927, to March 31,

1928, amounted to 4,744,000 tons.

It is commonly recognized that the high price level of an-

thracite has greatly stimulated competition in the domestic
fuel business. But it appears to the Commission that this
falling off in deliveries was largely due to the fact that many
families did not put in their customary stock of coal during
the early part of the summer. This means that the dealers
will probably have a busy season during the fall and winter
months supplying many small orders.

In the case of coke, domestic deliveries were reported as
46,182 tons by the dealers and 104,848 tons by the coke com-
panies in the first four months of the coal year. This total
of 151,030 tons compares with total deliveries of about
525,000 tons during the last coal year. Coke is frequently
bought as needed during the winter months, which may
partly account for the above delivery figures.

Stocks on hand in dealers’ yards on August 1 amounted to
646,685 net tons, which compares with stocks of 703,196 tons
at that time last year.

Incidentally, the dealers in Massachusetts reported receipts
of 108,286 tons of foreign anthracite.

Every year the coal trade experiences a so-called “dull
period.” It has evidently taken place in the first part of the
season this year, which increases the responsibility of the
dealers, as either the householders or the dealers must store

Net Tons,

SURVEY OF THE DOMESTIC FUEL SITUATION AS
OF AUGUST 1, 1928.
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a considerable part of our coal supply in the summer months.
While this survey shows no immediate cause for concern,
nevertheless, in view of our uncertain climatic conditions
those who are able to do so should put in at least part of their
supply of solid fuel before cold weather sets in.

CHARLES H. ADAMS,
Chairman.

September 20, 1928.
Conclusions

This survey indicates that the “cost of living” dollar in
Fitchburg would buy a slightly larger quantity of necessaries
in May-June than the average for Massachusetts. In other
words, it shows that about 96| cents would buy a similar
quantity of goods and services that cost $l, according to the
cost of living index for the State. It should be borne in mind
that such a survey is simply a comparison of price levels in
May-June, especial care being exercised to select prices of
similar grades of goods and types of services; it has nothing
to do with high prices.

For a barometer of the comparative cost of each element
in the typical budget the average for the State may be con-
sidered as and the index for Fitchburg translated into the
amount of money required to purchase a similar quantity of
these things. It shows;

Amount of Money
Dr-craon of RrTnrifT required in Fitchburgurs ISION of BUDGET. t 0 buy 81 Worth of

Necessaries.

Food (43.1 per cent)
......... $0 993

Clothing (13.2 per cent) 98
Shelter (17.7 per cent) 80
Fuel and light (5.6 per cent) 1 10
Sundries (20.4 per cent) 995

It will be noted that the larger percentage of expenditures
for food and clothing compared to fuel and light practically

EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF FITCHBURG SURVEY
OF RETAIL PRICES AND LIVING COSTS.
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offsets the higher unit cost of fuel, making the net difference
chiefly due to lower rentals in Fitchburg. Combining these
elements according to the division of the budget given above,
the average of 96f cents is obtained.

The cost of living is partly a question of what consumers
pay for the things they consume and partly how the people
live. How much income is received above the cost of bare
essentials is one of the most important factors to business as
well as the public generally. The average annual income of
Fitchburg wage earners in factories reporting to the State
Department of Labor and Industries increased from 1541 in
1913, to $1,136 in 1921, and to $1,249 in 1926; during the
same period the number of wage earners fluctuated from eight
to nine thousand. Retail prices of certain staple goods en-

tering into the cost of living have advanced over the pre-war
level about 60 per cent, indicating that the great mass of
workers in Fitchburg have had a balance, after buying the
absolute necessaries, with which to make desirable improve-
ments in their living standards. According to the somewhat
limited information available in regard to the per capita use
of modern conveniences, including necessaries, semi-luxuries
and luxuries, together with deposits in savings banks, the
Commission finds that Fitchburg favorably compares with
other municipalities of the Commonwealth.

Summarizing some of the other observations made in the
body of this report, the Commission finds

That the industrial development of Fitchburg has been of a slow
and steady character with a growing diversification of products
rather than the big boom development of single-industry cities.

That Fitchburg possesses certain partially developed advantages
as a commercial center supplying many needs of a population nearly
four times that of the city itself; in recent years distribution has
frequently been more profitable than manufacture.

That the workers of Fitchburg are of a non-migratory type who
appear to be anxious to live in or near that city, the population re-
maining practically stationary despite the loss of certain large textile
mills.

That the shrinking value of cotton manufacture has been more
than offset by the increasing value of other industrial products in the
last six years, the reports of the State Department of Labor and
Industries showing that new wealth from manufacture increased
from $18,194,223 in 1921 to $20,679,806 in 1926, of which $9,095,169
and $10,509,180, respectively, were paid in wages.
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That the development of the home market for food products raised
in the Fitchburg district is a growing economic factor; there is also a
noticeable tendency on the part of many workers to raise part of
their food supply as a means of reducing the food bill during the
period of industrial readjustment.

That the surplus of housing accommodations in Fitchburg permits
tenants to bargain and trade with landlords for rents on equitable
terms, especially for the low-rent property without modern con-
veniences.

That the high cost of all-rail freight on a bulky commodity like
coal is a handicap which must be overcome by lower transportation
costs to, and lower distribution expenses within, the city; the prac-
tice of fuel economy and the use of low-cost fuels indicate that house-
holders are attempting to help themselves reduce their fuel bill.

That the steady growth of savings and high per capita deposits
in Fitchburg indicate that a large number of people are successful
managers of family expenditures, who have been able and -willing to
live within their incomes.

In conclusion, the Commission finds that the claim “Fitch-
burg is a good place in which to work and live” is a well sup-
ported statement of fact. The serious industrial problems
facing the city are apparently fully appreciated by its leaders,
who are energetically and intelligently attempting to hasten
their solution. And the skilled -workers wr ho have not steady
employment seem to be patiently waiting for new manage-
ment to utilize the idle manufacturing space which is available
at very low cost. Considering the large group of industrial-
minded people in, and the substantial financial resources of,
the city, the Commission cannot emphasize too strongly the
potential advantages, under existing conditions, of encourag-
ing and aiding the inherent industrial genius already in Fitch-
burg to develop and expand.
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Appendix IV.

120,500 001928 appropriations
$15,985 00General services (personal)

Traveling expenses 240 34
1,753 44Office supplies

17,978 78

$2,521 22Balance

Approved.

Comptroller.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FROM DECEMBER 1, 1927, TO
NOVEMBER 30, 1928.

WALTER S. MORGAN,
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Attachment of Wages by

Process.
An Act relative to the

Trustee
Be it enacted, etc., as follows

Section twenty-eight of chap
of the General Laws is hereby

ter two hundred and forty-six
■ amended by striking out, in

lines two and three, the following words: “other than for
necessaries furnished to him or to his family”, and in lines five,
six, seven and eight the following words: “if such wages are

attached on a claim for such necessaries and the writ contains
a statement to that effect, an amount not exceeding ten dol-
lars shall be so reserved; but if the writ contains no such
statement, an amount not exceeding twenty dollars shall be
so reserved”, so that the section shall read as follows:
Section 28. If wages for personal labor and services of a

defendant are attached for a debt or claim, an amount not
be reserved in the hands of
from such attachment.

exceeding twenty dollars shall
the trustee and shall be exempt

Assignment of WageAn Act relative to the

Appendix V.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION,

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section three of chapter one hundred and fifty-four of the

General Laws is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof
the following; and the said assignment or order is accepted
in writing by the employer of the assignor, so as to read
as follows: Section 3. No assignment of future wages other
than one subject to the preceding section shall be valid for a

period exceeding two years from the making thereof, nor

unless made to secure a debt contracted prior to or simul-
taneously with the execution of said assignment, nor unless
executed in writing in the standard form set forth in section
five and signed by the assignor in person and not by attorney,
nor unless such assignment states the date of its execution,
the money or the money value of goods actually furnished by
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the assignee and the rate of interest, if any, to be paid thereon.
Three fourths of the weekly earnings or wages of the assignor
shall at all times be exempt from assignment, and no assign-
ment shall be valid which does not so state on its face. No
such assignment shall be valid when made by a married man
unless the written consent of his wife to the making thereof
is attached thereto, and the said assignment or order is ac-
cepted in writing by the employer of the assignor.

An Act authorizing the (Proper Department) to con-
tinue the Work of the Special Commission on the
Necessaries of Life in so far as Such Work relates

to a Detailed Study and Publication of The Cost
of Living in Massachusetts.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. The (proper department) is hereby authorized

and directed to continue the work of the special commission
on the necessaries of life in so far as such work relates to a
detailed study and publication of the cost of living in the
Commonwealth for a period of two years.

Section 2. For the purpose of carrying out this act said
department may expend such sums, not exceeding ten thou-
sand dollars annually, as may be appropriated; said sum to
be in addition to any other appropriations for said depart-
ment.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon the first day of
May in the year nineteen hundred and twenty-nine.

An Act authorizing the (Proper Department) to con-
tinue the Work of the Special Commission on the
Necessaries of Life in so far as such Work Relates
to Fuel.

Section 1. The (proper department) is hereby author-
ized and directed to continue the work of the special com-
mission on the necessaries of life in so far as such work relates
to fuel for the period of one year.

Section 2. Said department may hold hearings, admin-
ister oaths, require the attendance and testimony of wit-
nesses and the production of books, documents and other
papers, and may employ counsel. Witness summonses may
be issued by the head of the said department and shall be

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
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served in the same manner as summonses for witnesses
issued on behalf of the commonwealth in criminal cases, and
all provisions of law relative to summonses issued in such
cases shall apply to summonses issued under this act so far
as applicable. Any justice of the supreme judicial court or
of the superior court may, upon application by the head of
the said department, compel the attendance of witnesses and
the giving of testimony before said department in the same
manner and to the same extent as before said courts. Said
department may employ such agents, inspectors, investiga-
tors, and clerical and other assistants as may be necessary
and as may be approved by the governor and council.

Section 3. For the purpose of carrying out this act said
department may expend such sum not exceeding ten thou-
sand dollars as may be appropriated, said sum to be in addi-
tion to any other appropriations for said department.

Section 4. Said department shall make a report to the
general court not later than the second Wednesday of Jan-
uary, nineteen hundred and thirty, with a recommendation
p,s to the need for further continuing this work.

Section 5. This act shall take effect on the first day of
May, in the year nineteen hundred and twenty-nine.






